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CERTIFICATE
in which you are kind enough to tell
GRADUATES
us that you deem it inconvenient for A
Santa Vet $ Of grammar
school pupil e) jj lined at Clayton, 42
the rebel cause to suspend hostilities
passed and ; c rtilictes were today
against General Huerta on the ground
made out iot C following by the dethat such suspension would only ac
partment of educ&Lon; Mary Olive
crue to the benefit of Huerta, and In
Abbott. Norman Uiown George Brqwn,
which you declare the internatioual
Corwln E SlV- Hilda Braustetter,
conflict between Mexico and the Unl
Maxlme Bryaon, Elaa4& Crumley, How-ar- d
whose
ac
solution you
ted States, for
Freeman, Clyde" , Grimes, O. F
Is
our
Ind'pendoffices,
good
cepted
Elenrre H61comb, Margaret
Holoomb,
counent of the Internal strife In that
Kate Hanim, Edward Hun- Hamilton,
BLOW
TO
MANUFACTUR
WEALTHY
STARCH
PREPARE
MEXICANS
try.
richs, Harry, ; Kingsbury, Veda" Kite,
"We consider this unexpected stateSLAIN AT "BEHEST OF
ER
UP RAILROAD FROM VERA
Evalene Kitts, Cietoa Kltta," Beatrice
Idea
inconsistent
as
""with
ment
the
GEORGE WASHINGTON"
CRUZ TO CAPITAL
Langfli Lloyd, ilays, Brint Moody. Ned
which caused us to offer our good of
M alone, Georgia - Moore, Emery Mo
fice. We think, indeed, that all the
Dora McClary,
Wnn.ey,
TCOTINB UPJABTHWOSKS difficulties which have contributed to THE KILLER IS UNBALANCED EJtnoi Nayior
ureuua
uaoam
ward the present situation In Mexico
Ira'
if (Softoai," Charlie
Smith,
Robar,
on
eitenr
o
bear
indirectly
directly
HUERTA'S FORCES ARE MAKING the Solution of the lending conflict KE IS BELIEVED TO HAVE LOST; Frances Sayre. Vincent Steele, Ralph,
Trumble, Doiotiiy1 Inumble, Reka Wet
HIS MIND AS A RESULT OF
READY TO FIGHT AN ARMY
between OU Mexico' and the United
"
landj Ann Winner; Lydia Wenz, JRo-bin;
OVER STUDY
OF INVADING AMERICANS
suites., consequently we tnmic inese . 4
Woods Earl Lanney, WJDiam
sub-jet
difficulties should be made the
Loa Tb ntott,
Long,
In
consideration
the
of
negotia.were examined and
Talbaft
At
WITHDRAWN
HIM
VISIT
THE INVITATION
tions for whose successful completion CLAIMS SPIRITS
certificates- wVr$ made out today to
to
we have deemed it Indispensable
thw following' tf a; '. Zeke WiBe, John
THEY suspend hostilities. Should you not BLAMES HIS MURDEROUS ' CON
REBELS ARE INFORMED
McCullougH, titsorge Herlihy, Kathleen
deem It so, we would be compelled
DUCT UPON THE REVOLUARE NOT DESIRED IN THE
Chapman, Clajida Moran, Pearl Suter,
in that case to withdraw as InopporIrene Sutor, $ora Murphrie, Ada MorHERO'
WAR
TIONARY
MEDIATION CONFERENCE
tune our invitation for the appointgan and Clafeuc Dillon.
ment of representatives of the rebels
New York, May 5. Chester Duryea,
Washington, May,, 6. Information in such negotiations. We beg to asMANY-WANLICESES
came from. Vera Cruz to the war de- sure you of our highest considera- who early today shot and killed his
B'e. JT.'J" 5. Game and Fish
Santa
fedmanufacstarch
tion."
father, a millionaire
partment today that the Mexican
Baca is receiving
Warden T, "C
A second message has been received turer and veteran of the civil war,
eral troops have mined the railroad
from outside of the
inquiiW;
many
In
tracks from Vera Cruz to Mexico City, by the mediators from Carranza, in became violent after being placed
who desire to hunt
state from
In preparation for the utter destruc- which he specifically asks them to a cell and gave every evidence of and
wlkl jjame in New Mexico.
trap
tion of the road in the event that the make definite the terms and scope of insanity. He declared he shot his
'
American forces attempt a march on the negotiations before be proceeded father when he received a "spiritual
ROOSEVELT IN PARA
No reply message from George Washington"
to appoint representatives.
.
the' capital.
Theodore
6.
.
May
Brazil,.
Para,
No confirmation had been received was sent to this telegram, as the at- and that he had Intended to take his Roosevelt, accompanied by his son,
was
embodiied
mediators
titude
the
Francisco
own
of
Ufa
San
of reports that the
Kjemiit arrived; here today on the
'I was the best friend my father
bridge on the Interoceanic railroad in the former notes. The appointsteamer
Dunstan from Manoe. Two
ment of a United States representa- had ami he was my best friend," said
had been damaged.
will
be sKut in Para. On May
days
The mines are reported to be lo- tive, as requested by the mediators, Duryea. "I loved him dearly. If he
the party' will teave tor New York
cated a balf mile apart, and Mexican was the next step, and it was thought were here now he coudl explain the
way of Barnados.
by
soldiers have been detailed to touch this would be settled as a result of whole matter. I really don't know
why I shot him."
otf the fuses should hostilities even- the regular cabinet meeting today.
NEW NOTARY APPOINTED
While talking the prisoner dug his
American Consul Arrested
tuate. These preparations and the
Santa
Fet; May 5. Governor McDon
Alarmed by vnofficial reports that finger nails into his hands until they ald today appointed Henry A. Iong of
throwing up of defenses, which are
dail ymaking the position of the Mex- Acting American Consul John R. Silli-ma- bied. A policeman was stationed out- Cutter, Sierra county, a notary pub'
ican federal troops stronger, are
at San Luis Potosi, Mexico, has side the door to prevent him from in- lic.
;
known to 'be a source of worry to been a prisoner of General Maas for juring himself seriously.
understood
was
and
he
apit is
When Duryea
arraigned
two weeks, the state department sent
General Funston,
A FATAL SMASH
that he would welcome orders to start urgent telegrams to. the Brazilian min- peared more rational. He said he Dertoit, Mich., May 5. Three per
ister in Mexico City, Consul Miller at had no attorney, but wanted one, so sons were filled and 36 others seriousfor the Mexican caijital at once.
has
at
Tamplco,
Admiral Mayo,
Tampico and Consul Hanna at Mon- the examination was postponed until ly injured'; vrhen, two crowded street
TUiiRsilAy. morning,- Ix Q. Duryea, his cars met - rHd-department that he terey.
'Seer-- today. - Both
cousin, said the Duryea' family had motormen. vim killed.
would have no trouble in taking Tam-picbelieved - for' some time that. Chester
Villa Refuses to Aid Maas
with his present forces. .
zrtofArt
Carranza-EliminateEl .?.iWV v a sjn en t alls,., V ubalancwl
4. fVi
NEW
Toveon, M- -r
him
to
considered
steps
place
' itutt "of the; Mexican
taking
!$ayt.y-f-T.! or Qtturai FranSanta Fe, May 5. Judge W. H.
to General Carranza, eli spin cisco Villa to a request from Federal in a sanitarium or an asylum. Ches Pope today appointed James r . war-bi- n
al in-- r him from the mediation pro General Maas 'n command at Saltillo ter's mental condition, said the cousin,
United States commissioner at
For two years,
ceedings, which became known today, that Villa Join with the federals in was due to
Cuervo, Guaadlupe county to succeed
had been condisclosed for the first time that-thJohn R. Thoma3, resigned.
avenging the American occupation of he said, the prisoner
mediators held that "all the difficul- Vera Cruz wa3 delivered to the fed- stantly engaged in the study of a forProfessor George Lougee of the
ties that contributed toward the eral messengers today. General Villa mula by which he believed the pro- Santa Fe high school was admitted to
present situation in Mexico bear eith- refused absolutely to ally himself or cess of the manufacture of t "starch the practice of law before the federal
er directly on indirectly on the solu- his men with the federals, and declar- could be revolutionized.
court by Judge Pope.
tion of the pending conflict between ed that the Buertistas had provoked
h. H. Gibson, Eduardo Delsado and
Mexico and the United States."
LUNATIC RUNS AMUCK
were appointed
foreign intervention for 'their own
Leopoldo Gonzales
This message from the mediators ends.
Hayden, Clo., May 5.Two men bailiffs by the court,
General Maas' letter to Villa an- were killed na one wounaea toaay
gives the first authoritative statement
from them that they considered the nounced that in addition to occupying when James joidham ran amuck with,
EUGENIE'S 88TH BIRTHDAY
whole range of Mexican " digflcultles; Vera Cruz, the port of Salina Cruz a shotgun. Jw two years efforts had
London, May 5. The
Ibsuo, had been sdezed by the United States been made to have Oldham committed
including the1' Huerta-Carranzwho has been making ber
Eugenie,
to the state asylum for the insane customary spring sojourn in the south
as 'having a tearing .on the issue be- forces.
tween'' the 'United States and Huerta.
,,, on a charge that he was mentally de of
The letters follow:
France, attained her eighty-eight"To General Francisco Villa: 1 fective. He became enraged today, year today, having been born May 6,
For the first time since the occuses- have received Instructions to notify secured a
shotgun and before he was 1826. During the past winter the
pation of Vera Cruz the regular
sion of the cabinet today lasted less the revolutionary chiefs that American overpowered and disarmed, Charles
has suffered from a series of
than an hour. After the conference, Intervention in Mexico is an accom- and Cliff Sutton had been killed! and colds, which, though slight, have
cabinet' members said there was plished fact. The United States of Samuel LlghthtBer wounded.
caused considerable uneasiness on
practically 'nlacMBelon of the Mex- the north have committed a grave of
account oi lier age and enfeebled coni
ican situation,' and time was devoted fense against Mexico by disembarking
,
dition,
to departmental routine.
troops in Vera Cruz April 21 and by GOVERNMENT MAGAZINE
Admiral Badger reported later today taking similar action at Salina rCuz
SUNDAY SCHOOL WORKERS
mail service between Gal- two days later. This act alone con
, special
Kau. May 5. A large
Hutchinson,.
BLOWN
TO PIECES
IS
veston and Vera Cruz would be estab- stitutes the initiation of war and this
and enthusiastic attendance marked
lished for the benefit of the army and is the supreme moment to call on the
the opening here today of the forty-ninttha fleet, with torpedo boat destroy- patriotism of all Mexicans to present EIGHT PERSONS ARE. KILLED IN
annual convention of the Kaners as the mail carriers. The Ameri a unitedi front and forget our differ- 'ACCIDENT IN PANAMA
sas State Sunday School association.
can wounded now under treatment on ences in the intense love of a country '"
THIS MORNING
Dr. Wilburn F. Crafts of Washington,
the hospital ship Solace now num- of which we are possessed. We can
Dr. W. E. Chalmers of Philadelphia,
ber 45, and are reported doing welL: consider the enemy only as a foreign
Panama, May 5. An explosion this Mrs. Mary Foster Byrner.of Chicago
on
the er who in the most unjust and Ignoble
L. Benson, ordinary seaman,
morning at the government dynamite and several other Sunday school
New Hampshire,, Is the latest of manner has Btepped upon the holy soil magazine resulted in the killing of workers , of national prominence will
of our fatherland.
those to be discharged.
eight persons. Nine others were in be heard during .the three days' ses"It is well known that the North jured. ..Tbe property was destroyed.
Wilson at Work Early
sions.'
President Wilson was at his desk an Americans, following the hypocritical
was caused by a
The .explosion
fcour earlier than usual and received and undignified conduct which they 'brush fire, which made Its way to the
"I
ifDorts from the war .and navy de- have used in all cases of Intervention, Interior of the building. Six of the
.
at
have declared that they will not fight dead and most ;of the wounded are -- j
partments regarding - conditions
TODAY IN CONGRESS
Vera Cruz anJ the Mexican border, tie against the revolutionists but only firemen. A man and a woman who
also talked with Secretary Bryan on against the government, but It is were watching the blaze from a dis
the diplomatic branches of the situa- clearly to be seen that this conduct la tance were torn to pieces. The con
Washington, May 6. Housa: Met
for no other purpose than to .keep us cussion of the explosion shook. Pan at noon.
tion.
i
committee reports without
Secretary Bryan reiterated 'before divided and make easier their con ama.
Judiciary
the cabinet meeting that the Ameri- quest. As Mexican patriots we should
recommendation prohibition and womhad not been not permit foreign nations to mix In
can representatives
RUSHING THE ROAD
an suffrage constitutional amendnamed. There were reports, however, our internal affairs.
Santa Fe, May 5. Two hundred and ments.
"We therefore call uponvour broth- seventy men, distributed in ten camps,
that the mediators would be informed
Interstate commerce committee conof the decision of the United States ers to rally to the common cause for are rushing El Catntno Real to com- siders bill to proivde federal control
as to its advisory delegates later to- the defense of the national Integrity. pletion, said State Engineer James A. of recapitalisation.
You could not "more nobly yield your French today. This means that the
day.
Debated naval appropriation bill.
The Text of the Message
present position than for the purpose road from Raton to El Paso will be
Senate: Met at noon.
The text of the note from the me- of rallying to the cause of the whole completed and In good condition for
Senator Stone speaks in favor of
diating envoys sent yesterday to Gen- of Mexico that we 'may all march the exposition year. The ten camps toll exemption repeal.
eral Carranza withdrawing the invita against the invading Yankees. I have are at Watrous, near Las Vegaa, Glor- - Resolution asking President Wilson
to such faith. In your patriotism that I ieta, near Albuquerque, Isleta, Socor for verification of reports that he
tion for a rebel representative
come to Washington to participate In do not doubt) that the forces of jyour ro, San Marclal, Nogal and Seldon. Of favors Villa for president of Mexico
the mediation, was as follows:
the abovel force 150 men are paid submitted by Senator Lippltt of Rhode
'"We have received your telegram
(Continued on Page Four)
labor, the rest convicts- Island. ' i '
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Denver, May 5. Five administration
measures to carry out the program in
the governor's call for the extra ses
sion were ready for subsequent introduction when tbe senate and house
met today. The bills were drawn by
Attorney General Fred Farrar. The
first would submit a constitutional
amendment empowering the legislature to create a state board of arbitration to handle industrial disputes
and providing punishments for refusal
to abide by Its decisions. A bond Issue to cover the state's military Indebtedness of approximately $1,000,000
is proposed in another bill providing
that the bond issue, be submitted to
the people at the next general elec-tio- a
Two other bills would give the governor authority to close saloons and
prevent the sale, gin or purchase of
fire arms and ammunition In times, of
internal disorders.. A fifth measure
covers the proposal for the establishment of a state police force.
When the senate convened, today
Senator"!!.- II lanna intioduced - a
resolution requesting the state land
loard,(to file with the legislature a
wtgffl.m jpf all leasee of coal .Licds,.
their condttiousnnrMujujrji,
tion and providing for the appointment of a joint committee of three
representatives and two senators to
investigate and report whether the
terms of the leases have been fully
complied with. The resolution went
over one day.
A resolution offered by Senator L.
A. Van Tllberg of Cripple Creek provides for the appointment of a joint
committee of six tq investigate the
Colorado labor trouble and report recommendations for a compulsory ar
bitration act. UnUer objections by
Senator Garman it went over one day.
The house selected lis employes and
named its committees. The appro
priation committee, whjch will handle
legislation for the proposed payment
of the militia, consists of Representa
tives Simpson, chairman;' Ashton, Gil
bert, Gates, La Canavaugh, Mann, Norvell, Rowan, Wright, Hawkins, Cun
and
Voght.. . .
ningham
.
$
p

Taa rules eommuiw

.

cuuiih

POSITION ON
CANAL
i

MISSOURI

m

Representatives Fincher, chairman;
Philbin, McCarter, Olds and Hasty.
Wrarren S. Persons of El Paso coun
ty secured the adoption of a resolution
requesting the attorney general to define' tfie1 powers at the legislature to
Investigate the coal strike and.td pass
an "optional" arbitration law. Shortly
thereafter the house took a recess un
til 2 p. m.
Shortly after noon the first of the
administration bills was Introduced' In
the senate. Senator Pearson present
ed the bill relating to compulsory ar
bitration;. Senator Metz that regulat-in- g
fire arms; Senator Tomln the one
dealing with tsaloons, and Senator
Hilts the state police measure. The
hjllB were referred to proper committees.
'
A committee of Senators Hilto, Par-risand Adams was named to draft
resolutions on the death of former
Senator ThOmas J. McCue, and the
senate adjourned as a mark of
to .McCue until 10 o'clock tomorrow morning.
At 2 o'clock the house took a recess
for nn hour to .permit the democrats
to bold a caucus. It was understood
that the caucus would consider the
resolution of Representative Parsons
early in the day.
'

h

'

'nwf

tg

Executive Board Meets
Indianapolis, May 6. Committees
from Ohio and West Virginia were ex
pected to appear before tha International executive board of the United
Mine Workers, when It went into ex
ecutive session today, according to
William O. Green, secretary and treas
urer. He eaid the uoiorauo striKe
propaMy would not bo reached1 until
later and that a statement would be
issued from the headquarters of the
union on the subject, outlining the
action taken by the board.
.

TOWN OF MELROSE
DESTROYED

BY

IS
FIRE

CONFLAGRATION WAS STARTED,
IT IS BELIEVED, BY WOULD-BBANK ROBBERS

Albuquerque, May 5. The town of
Melrose, 100 miles east of Albuquerque, practically was wiped out by a
fire which broke out at

3

o'clock this

morning.,. ..The whole business district
was destroyed,! including , postoffice

and banks. The fire was Incendiary,
it is believed, and part of an effort
to rob the First National bank vault
It has been found that an effort to
break through the foundation of the
vault had been made, part of tha masonry having been removed.
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SINCE YEAR 1912

A CHANGE

AT THAT TIME HE WAS IN FAVOR
AMERICAN
OF RELIEVING

!

.

,

the Colorado strike fields.
driven at onoe to army headquarters
where he conferred with. Major W. A.
Holbrook on the strike situation
Tbe first troop train, carrying about
250 men, arrived shortly before
10
o'clock. The second train was close
behind it, and was expected to arrive
'
In- Trinidad; before noon. . The Elev
enth: brought its horses and' equip
ment and was ready to go Into active
N'
service. 1 "" ' ,
f"'.
Lionel
spent most of the
Kurenoon 'In 'confere'nee with Malor
Holbrooft
j the temporaryheadquai-- '
ers at tn$ city nalL Thecolonel bad
arranged to grant lnteviews during
the day to strike leaders and other
parties to th labor, war. The fiiBt trainload of troops, com
prising the First squadron, was taken
directly to Ludlow. Each of the three
squadrons traveled in a epeclal train,
carrying with it wagons, ambulances,
mules, horses and officers. The horses
of the enlisted men were transported
on the last four trains.
At headquarters of the United Mine
Workers of America it was announced
that William Diamond would confer
with Colonel Lockett during the day.
It was expected that the subject of
disarmament . would be taken up at
Tins conference.
B. J. Matteson, assistant
general
manager for the Colorado Fuel and
Iron company, today informed Colonel
James Lockett, ' commanding the
Eleventh United States cavalry, that
his company "was ready to give up all
Its guns as fast as federal troops were
sent to protect the mines. The attitude of the other large coal companies
is understood to be similar to that .of
the Colorado Fuel and Iron company.
Mr. Matteson said be thought the
guards at.Berwind and Tabasco would
be discharged .and their guns surrendered at the regulars tomorrow. Tabasco
are near the military camp at Ludlow.,
Reports to the officers of the Colorado Fuel and Iron company from
the Huerfano county district said that
30 rifles had heen turned over to the
regulars .at Rqiisa.4Tariflfa and ten
revolvers at Lester, and 80 rifles at
Walsen. Receipts were given by the
army officers, but Mr. Matteson said
the 'company 4iad no assurance that
be returned.
Mhg
P
In addition to tha riffesTfl!81l6t
at Walsen are in possession of the
four muzzle loading cannon made in
the company's machine shops. The
ultimate disposition of these unusual
weapons ha3 not been determined.
At the offices of the Victor Ameri
can Fuel company it was stated that
all the guns in the camps at Hastings,
Delagua and Gray, Creek, in Las Ani
mas county, and Ravenwood in Huerfano county, had been stacked In the
mine offices, ready to be turned over
to
United States regulars as soon
as th,ey called for them. The ammu
nition also was to ne given up.

STONE REVERSES

He was

l?fcu

BpDJSlUfFCaJHEJILITIA

"

1

tpth United State cavalry, arrived
here at 7:40 o'clock this morning to
take command of the federal forces.
In

-

jrfar-,McJ:ul-
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SHIPS OF TOLLS
AN

HE MAKES

j

EXPLANATION

TO SHOW THAT HIS.
ATTITUDE IN THE MATTER
j
IS CONSISTENT

ENDEAVOR

i

Washington, May 5. With the
planatlon that the Baltimore platform
merely approved of congressional paction In asserting the right of the
United States to exempt from tolls
American vessels passing through the
Panama canal, but did not j sanction
in any way the granting of subsidies)
to American coatsiwlse vessels, Senator Stone of Missouri today told the
senate
would vote for tolls exemption repeal after voting for the

h,

in

1912.

Challenging arguments In favor of
exemption, made by Speaker Clark,
without mentioning the latter by
name, however, the senator expressed
astonishment at "eminent members'
of the house and senate taking the
"superficial view" of the Baltimore
platform's announcement on tolls.
Senator Stone declared the action
of congress la 1912 in passing
the
exemption in the face of a. protest
from Great Britain, was America's an
swer for all the time to Us right to
do aa It pleased with the canal.
'No foreign government is now ask
ing us to repeal this law," asserted
Senator Stone, who is chairman of
the foreign relations committee.
Having settled the International
Stone
!"
said, congress was now jiVocfeed'tirg
deal with the domestic question of -subsidies, that coastwise vessels already enjoyed a monopoly and that
he had heard they were In league with,
the transcontinental railroads.
In support of his Interpretation of
the platform. Senator Stone read the
plank against all subsidies and tha'
plank as approved with., the exemption
of coastwise vessels. 'He said that
the platform writers must have had
in mindl the subsidy plank when they "
wrote this plank, and did not mean to
write a contradictory platform,
"Surely nobody will contend thet
convention intended to commit tha
democratic party to the policy of ship
subsidy and certainly not to make
subsidies a fixed and permanent party '
"If wa
policy," said Senator Stone.
cannot now and. safe)' and consistently repeal ttjeaoeastwlso .tolls provision
of tha act of 1912 because of what
happened three years ago or because
of this platform declaration, then wa
have tied our hands as with a gordlan
knot and wa will be powerless to rid
ourselves of It unless wa cleave It
with a swordl"
He defended the principle favoring
exemption repeal, saying he was not
much disturbed by the lurid flabbergast dally displayed In papers hostila ..
'. "
administration,'
"

to-th- e

. SMELLS A CONSPIRACY
"
lot
May 5. Senator
Washington,
N
Follette told the senate today he would
lay before it "an organized conspiracy
to control, to compel and to intimidate
tbe interstate '.commerce commission"
in the increased rate case that hafll
been pending for several months, in
urging the passage of his bill to make
It unlawful for any person to attempt
to influence the commission in reach
ing any decision, Senator La Folletta
declared the proposed five per cent
Increase asked by the railroads would
lay on the consumers of this country
:
an aggregate of $100,000,000..

COLUMBIA MAY SETTLE
- Thai
Bogota, Colombia,
May
treaty betweeji Colombia and the
United States, settling the long standing dispute over Panama, passed ltst
first reading In the Colombian senate;
' '
today. -

1

"

REFUSES JOB
Boston, May 6. Richard Olney has
addressed a letter to President Wilson
Lockett Lakes Command
formally declining the appointment as
Trinidad, Colo., May 5. Colonel governor of the federal reserve board
.fames Lockett. commanding the Elev- - of the new banking system.
,

OLNEY

-

B-

LAS VEGA 3 DAILY OPTIC,

and remanded in an opinion
by District Judge M. C. Mechetn, who
sat for Supreme Justice R. H. Hanna.
This was an action for partition, both
parties excepting to the report of the
commissioner and Judgment of the
court which divided property and decreed the payment of damages as re
commended by the commissioner. II.
B. Cornell appeared for the appellant
and E. V. Dobson for the appellee.
SUPREME COURT HAS A BUSY The syllabus says:
"Where two town, lots were owned
DAY; JUDGE MECHEM SITS
in common, and were susceptible of
FOR JUSTICE HANNA
being divided by giving each ofthe par-tic- s
a lot, of equal value, owelty of
Santa Fe, May D. Iu the slate sucasthe
court
following
today
preme
partition will hot be granted because
one of the lots had a peculiar value
es vera submitted on briefs:
Edward S. Munday, appellee, vs. W. to one of the cotenants to whom It
J. Irwin, appellant, from Chaves coun was allotted."
ty on motion to dismiss appeal,
J. M, Palmer, plaintiff in error, vs. "INSURGENTS" EXPECT TO WIN
Frank B. Allen, defendant la error,
Chicago, May 5. In Illinois, Nefrom San Juan county, on motion to braska and other states of the middle
to file west the Modern Woodmen of Amer; dismiss and to be permitted
cost bond.
ica are holding their state conventions
The case of J. W. Burnett, plaintiff, this week. These states "contain the
ts. The Western College of New- largest proportion of the member of
Mexico, annual conference of the Me- the Woodmen and the action to be
' thodlst Episcopal church. South, de-- taken at the state conventions will
fendant, from Eddy county, writ of bare an Important bearing on the fuaudita querela, was argued by Attor-- ture of the order. The principal busii ncy Atkinson for the plaintiff.
ness of the conventions will be to
The case of Irby I Falrless, et al, elect delegates to the triennial meetplaitniffs In error, vs. Ell Knight, de- ing of the head camp of the order to
fendant In error, from Otero county, be held In Toledo next month. The
rate question, which has convulsed the
was reset for May 7.
(
The case of Mary Lester Field, ap- order for several years, la to be fought
pellant, vs. Clarence A. Hudson, ap- out at the Toledo meetlna, At the
pellee, from Bernalillo county, was re- - previous triennial meeting a special

DM

verged

CASES ARE

SUBMITTED

ON

BRIEFS

'

session of the head camp was called
where a readjustment of
rate was ordered. These were stren
uously opposed
Insurgent members,
and bo many injunctions were obtain
ed that the head officers finally an
nounced that no effort would be made
to enforce the new rates and that the
entire matter would go over until the
triennial meeting in Toledo. The insurgent! factions have controlled a
number of the state conventions already held and It Is believed that at
the conventions this week a sufficient
number of Insurgent delegates will be
elected to the Toledo meeting to pre
vent any actio u being taken looking
to an increase in the Insurance rates
of the order.
for Chicago,

PRAISES A SCHOOL
Santa Fe, May 5. High praise for
a New Mexico Institution of learning
from an acknowledgeed scientific authority, Dr. H. Ruehton Falrolough,
of the faculty of Stanford University,
were published today. Mr. Falrclough
says In his report: "The most constructive Influences now operating in
the west are those that Bprlng from
such important museums as that at
Santa Fe In connection with, the
School of American Archaeology. Of
this institution I cannot speak too
highly. It ia a center of inspiration,
not only for the few research stu
dents at Santa Fe itself, but for the
including
whole of the southwest
Colorado, and its influence will soon-e- r
or later be felt along the Pacific

1
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think there will be frost tonlzht with fair weather tomorrow.

Corsets
Some gowns are so designed that
the back must be absolutely smooth
must flow In an unbroken line of
perfect figure form as though moulded in was. It is such requirements
corthat have called forth lace-frosets- and made their us positively
necessary. No method of corseting is
quite so successful in correcting poor
figure lines at the bach. For these
special purposes we have a number of
different models four of which are
illustrated. Come In today and nee
tHe" model best adapted to your figure.

unnee-cHHar- y

I venture to urge our classic
al archaeologists to give it some at
tention, for It furnishes oa our own
continent an opportunity to study methods of archaeological research which
are particularly valuable at a time
when so much Greek and Italian
archaeology is concerned with prehistoric conditions."

coast
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Grape-Nut-

Ad

s

May Set You Thinking
GrapcNuts ads have set many people thinking, who for years have been

suffer-

ing from constipation, liver complaint, headache, "nerves" and various other troubles
arising from indigestion.
Thousands are learning that one common cause of indigestion is
the lack of mineral salts phosphate of potash, iron, sulphur, etc.,
;
in the ordinary diet.

.

;

,

i

PRICE $5.00

111

ill

well-know-

n,

Scientists tell us this lack of mineral salts in food is causing-actualif slow, starvation, for these salts are absolutely necessary
for the growth and maintenance of body, brain and nerves.

,

What set people thinking was that the "ad" pointed out the cause of their trouble,
would probably help them.
and why Grape-Nut- s
A ration of Grape-Nut- s
along with other food supplies what
because Grape-Nut- s
in
made from
the
diet,
ordinary
is lacking
whole wheat and barley contains all the nutritious elements of these
grains, including the invaluable mineral salts.

'

is an ideal food ALL the time. Comes ready to eat from the package, fresh, crisp and appetizing. Digests easily and quickly.
Grape-Nu- ts

)

If one of these days a

Grape-Nut-

s

ad sets you thinking, and a trial of the food starts you

oa the Road to Wellville, you'll know

"There's

a.. Reason''

for

Grape-Nut- s
sold by Grocers everywhere.

Wm

son of Baltimore, Key of Sherman,
Texas, Atkin8 of Waynesville,
and Kilgo of Durham N. C.
A large number ot memorials and
suggestions
proposed
concerning
changes in the organic laws of the
church will come before the general
conference for consideration and ac
tion.
The educational work of the
denomination promises to receive
more fcnan the usual amount of attention, owing to the decision of the supreme court ot Tennessee that thr
church has no title to Vanderbilt University. A plan to establish another
university to be under the exclusive
control of the church may be

I Mi

The conference will receive a report
from the commissioners of federation
appointed by the general conference
METHODIST CHURCH,
of the Methodist Episcopal church as
to the adlvsability of a union of the
two branches of the church. The plan
SOUTH, CONVENTION of union has been agitated for many
years and hag made considerable proAT SES- ION IN OKLAHOMA CITY gress, but no action looking to its
consummation in. the pear future is
T IS LIKELY THAT BISHOPS
expected.
WILL BE CHOSEN
The general conference may decide
a change in the law of the
wpon
Oklahoma City, okla,, May 5. Page
after page of the registers at'tba leading hotels in th!a city filled today
SEVERE PUNISHMENT
with the names of bishops, cleigy and
prominent laymen of the Methodist
Episcopal Church, South. They are
delegates to the seventeenth general Of Mrs. Cnappell, of Fnre Tears'
conference of the denomination, which
will convene in St Luke's church toStanding, Relieved by CarduL
morrow for a session of three weeks.
Among them the opinion prevails that
the meeting is destined to be one of
Mt. Airy. N. C Mrs. Sarah M. Chan
the most important and profitable
pell of tins town, says;. "1 suffered for
that the denomination has ever held. five years with womanly troubles, also
The fact that the general conference stomach troubles, and my punishmenl
was more man any one couia ten.
meets only once in four years
I tried most
every kind of medicine,
the interest attached to its but none
did me any good.
sessions, and owing to the many quesI read one
about Cardul, the wotions of vital importance to the fu- man's tonic, day
and 1 decided to try it. I
ture of the church to come before the had not taken but about six bottles until
I was almost cured. It did me more
meeting for consideration it will be good than all the
other medicines I had
more largely attended by
tried, put together.
than any of Its predecessors.
My friends began asking me why I
The attendance at the conference looked so well, and I told them about
will include between three and four Cardui. Several are now taking it."
you, lady reader, suffer from any
hundred delegates, divided equally be- of Do
the ailments due to womanly trouble,
tween ministers and laymen.
The such as headache, backache,
sideache,
general sessions will be presided over sleeplessness, and that everlastingly tired
by Bishop Mouzon of San Antonio. feeling?
.,f,sol,Jet,us ur?e You to give Cardui a
Other bishops who are expected to trial.
We feel confident it will help you,
In
and
the proceedings,
participate
just as it has a million other women in
nearly all of whom are now in the the past half century.
y.
Begin taking Cardui
You
city, are McCoy of Birmingham, Hen-dri- x
of Kansas City, Vandler of At won't regret it All druggists.
K'rittf: Chattanoejr Medlein Co.. Ladies'
lanta, Hoss of Nashville, Denny of Adisory
Dert.. Chattnooe, Tsnn., for SHcM
Richmond, Waterhouse of Ixs Anonyour case and
book, "Home
Treatment
(or Women," in plain wrapper. N.G. J 3
Wil
geles, Murray of Jackson,, Mies.,
e

Made of white

cou-ti- l,

bust, long
ekorls, average
fig-ure-

All sizes,

'111

THOMSON'S
"

PRICE

LACEFR0NT

$2.25

LACt FRONT

church that will relieve presiding eld
of the responsibility of holding
quarterly coufeeneeji and making
them more nearly district superintend
ents. Some change ai may kk made
in the law relating to the care of
superannuated ministers.' '
There are at, present more bishops
in the active service of the church
than ever before, but the opinion exists that the general conference
should elect one or two more to meet
the present needs of the denomination.
A number of prominent preachers are
already being spoken of for the episcopacy, and the election will be an
event of far more than ordinary interest to the entire church.

the top and was flowing over

Chamberlain's Liniment
This preparation is intended especially for rheumatism, lame back,
sprains and like ailments. It Is a favorite with people who are well acquainted with Its Bplendid qualities.
Mrs. Charles Tanner, Wabash, Ind.,
says of it, "I have found Chamberlain's Liniment the best thing for
lame back and sprains I have ever
used. It works like a charm and relieves pain and soreness. It has been
used by others of my family as well
as myself for upwards of twenty
years." 25 and 50 cent bottles. For
sale by all dealers. Adv.

bull Feeling

NcJ ers

--

This is true of white bread, for, as is
nearly all the
in
flour
the milling process just to
mineral salts are removed from
make it look white and' pretty.
i

I

JHoLOVE-FITTlNG-

Others $2.25
and $3.50

dium priced corset.

Fill

May 5.

'AV

g

Illustrated here is
an extra good me-

The one illustrated .has ventiloback,
low bust, extra long
skirts, free boning,
coutll.

The importance
Santa Fe,
of the complete hydrographJo survey
of the Pecos river, said Hydrographic
Engineer Glenn A. Gray today, lies
in the fact that its flow is so varying

Glove-Fittin-

Corsets

Lace Corset

FLOW

at points that are not far distant from
each other. Recently, for instance,
although no water was flowing over
I.ake Avalon dam, there were 200
second feet in the Pecos river just a
short distance below at Carlsbad, al
together from seepage water.
This fact scientifically "established
by measurements extending over a
sereis of years is of grfat value in
water adjudication. and vater apportionments. While the survey of the
lower Pecos has been entrusted to C
J. Emerson, J. E. Powers has charge
of the survey of the Pecos from Its
source to Antonchico, Guadalupe
county, including its tributaries. Amtomatic gauges have been Installed at
Cowles and Antonchico, while below
Antonchico there are gauges at Santa
Rosa and Guaadlupe and then at Day
ton and at several points south of that,
There are also two gauges on a trib
utary, the Gallinas, which supplies Las
Vegas with water.

WePrepay
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FRONT LACE

IT IS FOR THIS REASON THAT A
HYDROGRAPHIC SURVEY IS
NECESSARY

vJL
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All human experience looks back t
motherhood as the wonder of wonders.
The natience, the fortitude, the sublime
faith during-- the period ot expectancy are
second only to the mother love bestowed
upon the most helpless but most marvelous creation a bebjr.
Women are quick to learn from each
other those helpful agencies that aid to
comfort, that conserve their nervous
energy and yet ate perfectly safe to use
and among these they recommend
''Mother's Friend."
It Is entirely an external application
designed to lubricate the broad, flat
muscles and skin that protect the
abdomen. It has been In favorable use
for nearly half a century end 1s known
to mothers In almost every settled community la the United States who highly
recommend it. You will And It on sale
"Mother's Friend" ia
In drug stores.
utterly harmless, contains no deadening
drugs and yet its Influence in the skin
and muscles beneath as also Upon the
network of nerve beneath the skin Is
very beneficial, Tery soothing- and a
wonderful help. The muscles expand
naturally and are not subjected to
Burial's strain and pata.
Get a bottle ot "Mother's Prlend" toat
any drug store and write to us
day
for our Instructive little book to mothers.
SlS
Bradfield
Address
Regulator. C
Lamar Bid., Atlanta, (ia,

1
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5, 1914.

' THREE GAUGES LOST
Santa Fe, May 5. A thousand! dollars is the loss Inflicted upon the
hydrographic survey by the going out
of three automatic gauges by the
floods in northern New Mexico. Besides the loss of the gauge in the Canadian near Logan, Quay county; the
gauge in Ute creek near Logan was
swept down the river together with
the cable and car, the creek rising
suddenly 30 feet and carrying everything before It. The third gauge that
was lost on the Clilco Rico in Colfax
county, was swept away with a span
of the St. Louis, Rocky Mountain and
Tacific bridge that went out at the
same time as dSd the Santa Fe bridge
and the Maxwell Irrigated company
dam at Hebron.
This last named dam cost $35,000
to build and held 15,638 acre feet.
Only last week, the office of the state
englnenr gave permission to change
the point of diversion so as to get
more water into the resevoir and considerable money had been already
spent for that purpose. The company
all of a sudden got more water
than it had bargained for and the
well built dam, which was 35 feet
high, and 2,535.38 feet long was swept
away, after the water bad risen to

the

dam.

YOU CAN CURE THAT BACKACHE,
Pain along the back, dizziness, h
ache and general langour. Get a p
age of Mother Gray's AROMATIC
LEAF, the pleasant root and herb
cure for all Kidney, Bladder and Uri- nary troubles. When you feel all run
down, weak and without energy use
this remarkable combination of nature's herbs and roots. As a tonio'
laxative it has no equal. Mother Gray's
Aromatic-Lea- f
Is sold by Druggists or
sent by mall for 50 cts. Sample sent
FREE. Address, The Mother Gray
Co., Le Roy, N. T. Adv.

Swollen Hands and Feet
Due to Kidney Trouble

Your kidneys need help when your
hands and feet thicken, swell up, and
you feel dull and sluggish. Take Foley Kidney Pills. They are tonic, stimulating and strengthening and restore
your kidneys to healthy normal action.
Try them. O. G. Schaefer and Red
Cross Drug Store. Adv.

LAS VEGAS
Thurs. May 7
CIRCUS GROUNDS
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RANGES ABLE TO
SUPPORT MORE
STOCK

.

IS IMPROVING
CONDITIONS FOR CATTLE
AND SHEEP MEN

FOREST SERVICE

Figures showing the number of live
stock for which the secretary of agriculture has authorized grazing permits for the ranges on the 160 national foreots during the year 1914
Iiave just been made public. Nearly
11 million animals can be grazed, Including nearly two million head Of
cattle and horses, nearly nine million
head of sheep and'goats, and about
65,000 hogs. This means an increase
in the current year of about 38,000
more cattle and horses, and 347,000
more sheep and goats, although the
gross area of the national forests at
the beginning of 1914 is almost a
million acres lees than at the beginning of 1913.
During 1913, according to the reports Just compiled, more thin 27,000
stqckimen paid the government for
grazing permits on atout ten million
bead of animals
For several years ipast the carrying
capacity of the national forest ranges
has been slowly rising which, forest
officers say. Indicates an Improvement
'
In general grazing condition and a
rethe
of
forage
utilization
better
sources. They claim that this 1 dre
mainly to the enforcement of better
methods of distributing and handling
stock.
On the lands recently acquired by
the federal government within the Appalachian region of the east, regulated
grazing has been undertaken this year
on ete distinct areas. The local etock
owners who had previously used the
land under lease from the former
owners! have already accepted the
change of ownership and appear to be
favorably impressed with the methods
employed by the forest serivcc for
Erazins purposes. While the number
of all animals authorized to graze up
on these southern Appalachian forests
is hot large, it Is the belief of the
Iorest officers in charge of them that
under careful supervision the lands
will support more stock than they
have in the past and that there will
be considerable improvement In the
Individual animals with a constant in
crease in meat production'.
Forest Notes
In preparation for the coming fire
season in California, 110 miles of fire
lines have been built on the Sierra
national forest.
The Imports of matches into China
greatly exceed In value any other
"wood product Most of the matches
come In from Japan.
Bedwood sawdust Is being used by
vineyardists In California for packing
fresh table grapes. It takes' the place
of the ground cork used for imported
Spanish grape,
Hyndman Peak, Idaho, the highest
named peak In the state, Is more than
13,000 feet highl Several unnamed
peaks near it are about the same ele-
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in New Mexico, especially competitive

F.Iother Slxnislans
Tells cf Recovery

Diseases Start With
a Cold
Restlessness, feverishnees, an Inflam
ed thoat and spasmodic cough maybe
whooping cough Is starting In. Give
Foley's Honey and Tar promptly. It
helps the children so very mum, aad
Mrs. Shlpps, Raymoiidsvllle, Mo., says:
I got fine results from it and it Is a
"Gentlemen: In February, lull, four
medicine for whooping cough."
great
doctors examined my
throat and pronounced toe pecessity of an operation.
G. Schaefer and Red Cross Drug
heard
N.
,
at
PeekskUI.
Having
Moth, Store. Adv.
erhou.se of the

tiztt Whiskey

Most Children's

Throat Troubles, like continued coughs
nd colds, often (erionHly
the
l fleetany ImIf you hare not found
provement from the treatment you hve
tried, Investigate the many reports showing benefits, and. In numerous cases,
complete recoveries, brought about by the
use of Gckmsn's Alterative. This is
medli-in- e
for Throat and Lung Troubles,
favorably known for more than fifteen
years. Read this case:
..Convent of Bt. Anne, Sanford, Fla.
Y--

Sisters of St. Francis,
where 1 was visiting, of Eckman's Alterative, I determined ss a last resort to try
it After taking four or five bottles large
pieces of diseased tissue came away. . I
continued the Alterative, to my grateful
and daily relief. In ten months I was
restored to perfect health. I would be
glad to write or talk to any person who
may have a doubt about It. I would like
them to see and hear from my own lips.
If they so desire, all I would ssy of It."
Hgned) MOTHER If. STANISLAUS.
(Above abbreviated; more on request.)
tCrkninn's Alterative has been proven by
many years' test to be most efficacious
for severe Throat and Lung Affections,
Urnni hilts. Kroncbial Asthma, Stubborn
Colds and In upbuilding the system.
g
Contains no narcotics, poisons or
Ask for booklet telling
drugs.
of rei'nveries,
and write to Eckman
laboratory, Philadelphia, Pa., for evidence. For sale by all leading druggists
and E. Q. Murphey and Ked Cross

doctor's
Th

Drug company.
vation. All are on the divide between
the Sawtooth and the Lemhi national
forests.
Aplantation of Douglas
fir on the Oregon national forest
shows 94 per cent of the trees living.
Extensive plantings of young trees
in Washington and Oregon are cost- lng only $8 an acre. Direct seed'ne of
lodgepole pine has been successful
without exception on the Arapaho na
tional forest, Colorado. Several of the
areas sown two and three years ago
show from 5,000 to 10,000 Beedlings
per acre

Santa Fe, May 5. Tax monies col
lected during April are already being
received by State Treasurer O. N.
Marron, Dona Ana county making an
especially fine showing, remitting
15,930.47; San Miguel county $858.19;
Mora J326.40, and McKinley 221.75u
Traveling Auditor Howell Earnest received the following .tax collection re
2
ports today: Dona Ana county,
of 1913 taxes, $409.44 of 1912
taxes. $66.11 of 1911 taxes, and $170.91
of 1910 and prior taxes. .McKinley
county $663.08 of 1913 taxes; Lincoln
county, $823.86 of 1913 taxes.

Relieves Bladder Distress and
Weaknes
Irregular, painful bladder weaknesses
disappear when the kidneys are strong
and healthfully active. Take Foley
Kdiney Pills for that burning, scald
ine sensation-Irregulapainful actionheavy, sore feeling and bladder dis
tress. You will like their tonio res
torative effect the relief from pain
nnlck eood results. Contain no
harmful druRS. Try them. O. G,
Schaefer and Red Cross Drug Store,

Stubborn Cough

Is

Be-ln-

CARDINAL

GIBBONS

SAILS

New York,' May 5. Cardinal Gibbons of Baltimore, accompanied by
his secretary and several priests of
his diocese, departed on the steamship princess Irene today en route
for Rome. Cardinals Farley of New
York and O'Connell of Boston already
are on their way to the Eternal City,
so that all three of the American cardinals will be on hand when the Important consistory called by Pope Pius
meets at the end of this month.

Wearing and

chial tubes makes sore, weak spots
sound and whole stops stubborn,
tearing coughs. Refuse substitutes. O.
G. Schaefer and Red Cross Drug Store.
Adv.

it

ID. T. Bosklna, Cashier.
E. 3. Lewis, Ass't Cain.

Vice-Preside-

VEGAS
INTEREST PAID ON TIME DEPOSITS

LAS" VEGAS SAVINGS BANK
CAPITAL STOCK

-

-

$30,000.00

Office with (he San'MijjuelNational'Bank
President

WM. Q. HATDON- H. W. KELLT
D,

.

Vice president
vresurarea

HOSKIN8

Interest PeJd On Deposits

kidney troubles and backache, for they
are fine.". Best thing you can take
for backache, weak back and rheumatism. O. G. Schaefer and Red Cross
'
Drug Store. Adv..

1

r?

Sale of Electric Irons!
Great Money sMHsMsasM
Saving bhhwm
MHBHBTHsa

Adv.

were excused because they were more
than. CO years of age. Felix Garcia
W. M. Dougherty, Jose Patricio San
chez, George Zink, P. M. Melehop and
O. It B. Turner were also excused
This left the panel short, and a ve
nire was issued for jurors from near
by counties situated in close proxim
ity to a railroad, the following being
Beatriz Vigil, Robert
summoned:
Johnson and Genovevo Sandoval of
Santa Fe: Cesario Romero, Jacobo
Yrisarri, Nicolas Sanchez, and Jose
T.
Perea of Albuquerque; Celestino
Ortiz and Tircio Chavez of Estancia
George Alire of Santa Fe; John Black
e
of Santa Cruz, B. M. Williams of
and Anastacio Medina of Wagon

Frank Springer,

Duffy Malt WhWtey Co.. Rochwter, N. Y.

1100,000.00

60,00t.t

2. M. Cunningham, Preside

Helps Kidney and Bladder Trouble
Everybody Satisfied
Risky
Everywhere people are taking Foley
Letting a stubborn cough "hang on" Kidney pills, and are bo satisfied they
in the spring is risky. Foley's Honey urge others to take them also. A. T.
and Tar Compound heals raw inflam Kelly, Mcintosh, Ala., says: "I reced surfaces in the throat and bron- ommend them to all who suffer from
A

-

FEDERAL COURT SESSION
' Santa Fe, May 5. An attachment
was issued yesterday in the federal
court for Francisco Miera, who failed
to show up although summoned as
petit juror. Three of those summon
ed, H. D. einken of Watrous, George
Robertson and Desiderio Sandoval

advice

free. "Get Duffy's
and kica rIL"

SURPLUS

CAPITAL PAID IN

is the nccrert doctor in case of an
no chances. Keep
I
emergency.
bottle rear at hand, always. Sold
by rrct druggists,
grocer? and dealers in scaied bottles only, at S1.C0
a bottle. Medical booklet and

TAX MONEY RECEIVED

habit-formin-

r,

A fcjttia or

points, such as Santa Fe and Wlllard.

luDira.

MAY 5, 1914.
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Positively biggest bargain ever offered the housewives of
this city. An ELECTRIC IRON that wonderful labor
nr
11
r
saver at a price .you can aitora.i irons
at
generally sen11.
$3.50, sometimes more. We bought a small lot at a low
e. They are offered to you at almost cost you get
e benefit of our saving.
Don't overlook
opportunity the lot is small buy early.
--
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The following are the other petit
jurors: Luis M. Moya, C. W. White,
VV.
M. Kelly, Benito
Baca, H. C.
Scruggs, Pedro Lopez, Lee Wilkerson,
Pablo Trujillo, Lucas E. Gallegos, Vicente Maes, T. J. Molinari, James
Landrum, Pedro Martinez, H. B.
Juan Garcia y Trujillo, E. J.
McWenie, Cornelio Martinez, Juan
Archibeque y Chaves, Basilio Lopez,
Frnak Struck, Azran Garcia.

Ry-the- r,

SICKNESS
Quickly Yielded To Lydia E.
Pinkham's Vegetable
Compound.

"I

Sick Headache

Mrs. A. L. Luckie, East Rochester,
N Y., was a victim of sick headache

am more than and despondency, caused by a badly
"Baltimore, Md.
lad to tell what Lydia E. Pinkham's weakened and debilitated condition of

when she began taking
Tablets. She says, "I
found them pleasant to take, also mild
and effective. In a few weeks' time
I was restored to my former good
health." For Bale by all dealers. Adv.

Com- her stomach,
Vegetable
did for me. Chamberlain's

'

pound
I suffered dreadful
pains and was very
irregular. I became
alarmed and sent for
Lydia E. Pinkham's
ComVegetable
pound. I took it reg-

ularly until I was
without a cramp or
pain and felt like
another person, and
it has now been six months since I took
any medicine at all. I hope my little
note will assist you in helping other women. I now feel perfectly well and in
the best of health. " Mrs. August
W. Kondner, 1622 Hollins Street, Baltimore, Md.
Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound, made from native roots and
herbs, contains no narcotic or harmful
holds the record of
drugs, and y
being the most successful remedy for
female ills we know of, and thousands
of voluntary testimonials on file in the
Pinkham laboratory at Lynn, Mass.,
seem to prove this fact.
For thirty years it has been the standard remedy for female ills, and has restored the health of thousands of women
ts
who have been troubled with such
as displacements, inflammation,
Ulceration, tumors, irregularities, etc.

k"j in

for
Features of the Williams Iron
Handle Hardwood, ebony finish.
Top Nickle plated
finish.
Bottom Plate Blue gun metal
Weight 6V2 pounds.
Seven feet of cord and stand supplied. Iron ready for
immediate use. All packed in an attractive box.
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ALBUQUERQUE THE GAINER
Santa Fe, May 5. Albuquerque

gained an important concession today
from the Santa Fe railroad through
the efforts of the state corporation
commission. Heretofore Deming was
the only point In New Mexico from
which a certain class of tickets for
New York and! return was sold for
$93, the ticket being good for nine
at
months, with, tea days stop-of-f
of
s
Washington, D. C, and
any length within the nine months at
any point west of the Mississippi. The
choice of routes was optional with
the purchasers. The state corporation
commission and its rate clerk, for in
stance, saved considerable money to
the state, recently by going to Deming end purchasing sjucta a ticket to at
tend the interstate commerce commis
sion hearing on the New Mexico rate
cases. A letter received today from
J. J. Byrnes of the Santa Fe at Los
Angeles, at the r jquest of the commisIf you want special advice sion has designated Albuquerque as
sprite to Lydia E. Pinkham Med- another point where such tickets will
icine Co., (confidential) Lynn, be
on sale. But the commls
"ass. Tour letter will be opened, slonplaced addressed Mr. Byrnes and
today
read and answered by a woman,
asked the same rate for all stations
iv.nl held in strict confidence.
to-da-

for

Every woman knows of the many delightful
advantages oftered users of electric irons and she
wants one. Ironing by electricity means work done easier,
faster and better. Saves countless steps. You can iron in cool
contented comfort in any room in the house, or out of doors in the XX
CV
summer time. Costs but a few cents for a week's laundry. Come in today
.
one
on
uet
mat. Once XX
nnrl spp a demonstration ot the Williams iron,
AN
used you will surely buy one.
"BUY AN ELECTRIC IRON AND "DO IT ELECTRICALLY -IT MEANS JUST
A 2 TWITCH OF THE SWITCH " FOR COMFORT. GET ONE TODAY !

andX
,

'

Las Vegas Light

&

Power Co.

rou
tutiona, however, are do lag excellent
work. If no move la made to cut
down the number, certainly nothing
should be done to Increase 16.
ESTABLISHED 187
Reports of plana to cut down., the
number of state schools, or combine
them all la one city muat, of course,
publlehecr by
arouse the interest' of, all friends of
THE OriC PUBLISHING CO.
the New Mexico Normal University of
(Incorporated)
Laa Vegas. This school, by Its attainments, undoubtedly has won the
Editor.
M. M. PADGETT
right to continue In existence. From
Uts beginning It. has been thorough.
but during the past four years it has
attained a leading position, not only
In attendance but in scholarship. Its
work Is recognized In all parts of the
Entered at the postoftlce at East tffilon as
thorough and In a rank with
Ui Vgu New Mexico for trans-olssio-a that of first
class normals.
through the United 8Utes
New Mexico has come to be prond
ftaalla aa second class matter.
'of the Normal University, and there
I Is
little likelihood that the etate'will
do otherwise that to foster Us growth,
TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION
but It would not be, aaiiM. forf$vjry
Dally, by Carrier
every
.06 alumnus, every student, and
Per Copy
every
and,
of
the
institution,"
friend
.-...
J5
One Week
e
to it that
.65 citizen of Las Vegae-USeDae Month
7.60 the nominees of all parties for the
One Year
state legislature this fall be asked to
Dally, by Mail
16.00 let it be known, before the election,
One Tear (In advance)
3.00 just what are their views regarding
ft'.x Months (In advance)
7.00 the school. The Normal is growing at
One Tear (In arrears)
3.75
rapid pace, and it needs greater fa
Months
Rix
(In arrears)
cilities for carrying on its work. It
wont hurt any thing to let the legWEEKLY OPTIC AND STOCK
j
islative candidates know that, too.
GROWER
o
r
12.00
fne Tear
Blx Months
WHV I ATTEND CHUHCII
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dloue details and monotonous routine.

There is going to be a great open
ing In the future for talented young
wives, who have been trained In spec
ial llnee, and the greater their facility
end experience as specialists, the
more remunerative their services, and
the shorter their hours of employment
outside the home. Fpr example, euj
pose a young married woman perfected herself la some special line of educational work or vocational training,
so that she would be considered an
authority. For aa hour's lecture she
could earn fair compensation and
would have a very great advantage
over the general teacher who never
had time to specialize in .any subject
Women today, both married and- un
married, are successfully doing the
work formerly done by men In hun
dreds of occupations, and because of
j
their special adaptability, they are
It well Jhe census gives over 300
occupations in which women are actively engaged, and If woman in all
these has made good who shall dare
put a limit to her activity in the fu
ture?
One of these great lessons for the
coming girl to learn is that there is
no atigma, no disgrace in any work
that Is necessary, and that the lowest
task, can bo elevated into respect and
dignity, provided the right men'al attitude la back pf It. Everything depends on the epirlt brought Into the
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Start Them "Off Right With a

Good

Laxative and Then Watch Their

command will rally to fight the inva
sion of the Americans. I reiterate to
you assurances of my. distinguished
consideration.
(Signed) J. Alaas, General in chief
of the division of the Bravo.
"Dated Saltlllo, April 28."
General Villa's answer follows:
"In answer to your letter of April
28 in which, la accordance with your
instructions, you Invite me to march
wiht you against the foreign invaders
of our country, I w ould say that I un
derstand your actions fully and also
the present diabolical machinations.
I know that as an accomplice"
you
took part In the infediUty and treason
of February, 1913, (Madero's death).
This Is perfectly well understood1 and
you should know that we cannot par
don it and also know that it will be
,
the cause of your ruin. ,
"I therefore give you this answer
only because your official request and
work.
my answers are historical documents
and I owe to posterity an explanation
HERRING
SUCCEEDS
EDWARDS
of my conduct I know that the clensummer's
on
a
morning,
Mall
is
sweet
In
It
Advance
for
(Cash
Santa Fe, May 5. District Attorney tificos,
by various processes, have up
love
with
the
is
when the air
aqulver
Subscriptions.)
Alexander Read today appointed Atabout
Remit by check, draft or money songs of the birds and fragrant with torney A. M. Edwards his assistant to this time sought, to bring s
Mex
In
Intervention
American
the
North
to
hear
roses
not
blown,
the odor of
ardor. If sent otherwise we will
to succeed the late J. J, Herring of
is known without doubt that
ico.
in
It
aa
church-goinbells,
the
musks
of
for
loss.
be responsible
Mr. Edwards also re
to entenJ Farmington.
the coming of the Americans was de
Specimen copies free on application. vitation to the
came from Farmington and will
cently
sired and provoked by you. The man
God's temple and find peace, because
soon bring his family to Santa Fe.
ner In which you have excited interis in the heart
of
Instinct
worship
the
and
AT
The position pays 1,H0 a year
ALL. PAPERS DISCONTINUED
Is
the
national troubles and then called on
temple
churcn
the
and
of
man,
EXPIRATION OF TIME
its holder is permitted to engage in all Mexicans to
God.
help fight the exter
the
of
living
PAID FOR
practice.
private
I
to ail the world
find
is
clear
nal
because
peace
church
to
troubles,
I go
"General Huerta and you did not
there, that peace which De Quineys de
s"how much (Wisdom when you were
the scribed as a renting from human IfAdvertisers are guaranteed
TIME TO CLEAN UP
a
respite
of
into instruments of the
circulation
converted
Sabbath
repose,
a
end
bore,
weekly
largest dally
cientiflcos and brought about the as
of any newspaper in northern New granted from the secret burdens of
'
Mexico.
the heartrSs it. I stood at a distance
AND AVG1D TROUBLE sassination of President Madero, Vice
and aloof from the uproar of life; as
President Pino Suarez and some other
if the tumult and fever and strife wore
liberal democrats because you did not
TELEPHONES
if there brooded over CITY ADMINISTRATION WAS NOT realize that the blood, of the heroes
as
suspended;
Main 2
Business Office
moveme a dovelike and halcyon calm.
JOKING ABOUT GARBAGE REwho started the democratic
Main 2
News Department
I go to church because I love the
MOVAL ORDERS
ment in 1910 would cause a civil war
music that I hear there, the mighty
which would lead to your ruin.
through
roil of the great organ, mingled with
A warning was sounded
"Now you desire to provoke a forTUESDAY, MAY 5, 1914.
the marvelous symphonies of that di The Optic a short time ago by the eign war to save yourselves from the
vine stringed instrument, the human no wcity administration that all the disaster coming from the civil conTUB EDUCATIONAL SYSTEM voice, untwisting all the chains that manure piles and every kind of rub- flict. You show even less wisdom
tie the hidden soul of harmony.
bish must be removed.
when you pile up mountains of mathis chinations and lies which will crumI go to church because I delight to Tlio city health department
As was stated in a dispatch from
nnta Fe yesterday, undoubtedly the hear the teachings of the preacher, morning emphasized the necessity for ble about your ears.
aext legislature will make radical whose soul is dedicated to God, whose a cleanup and declared that from now
"You have sought to make tills
changes la the educational system of field is s wide a God's universe, on through the summer, winter and union between yourselves and the
the state. One plan of reorganization whose theme, is the destiny of man, next summer, this war will be waged constltiutionalists who are under arms,
which has the support of a large num- and whose words are the oracles of and It will be successful, even if the and with the pretext
of a foreign
ber is the combining of all the edu Fate. Marvelous is the spell of the law has to be Invoked.
war you seek to arm many Mexicans
cational institutions into one, to be preacher to whom God has given
All over the city there are back whose sympathies are not with you
tin own aa the state university and to PAnfus and consecration and the
that make excellent breeding but, whose patriotism you expect to
yards
consist of a department offering col power of illustration drawn from the places for flies. There are manure exploit, without reflecting that you are
work,' another
furnishing old sacred, immortal book, and from piles in the rear of stables that form about to arm a people who in justice
legiate
courses in normal branches, an agri the miracleB of nature, no less reveal the most desirable places for the rear- would chastise your crimes. Thes
flower turned
cultural school, an engineering school ed in the crlmsbh-tippe- d
ing of flies. Unsanitary- conditions same people, when they discover you
and such other departments as are up by the plowshare of Robert Burns In the rear of restaurants and other are an assassin of democracy, you seek
Ion
juecessary. A second plain la to main upon the aoil of Ayr than Jn the
business houses also are . excellent to win over by starting a war against
skies.
tain a state university la the Rio reaches of the star-gir- t
breeding places for files and all a 'foreign nation to serve vour person
I go to church because "the way is these
Grande valley, a state normal school
must either b cleaned out or al ir.terests and the people of your
and
In northern New Mexico and another dark and I am far from home,"
health department will take pany.
the
city
educational institution in the Pecos because the church n the polar star measures to assist the citizens along :;"It 'will soon be
proven that the
'
"valley, eliminating all other state to light my; pathway in the rayless this line.
i'
Satanic declarations which you trait73
Schools.
night
One manure pile in St block that is ors to the fatherland have made in
I go to church because the church
The first plan has little merit Kan
clean and sanitary will be
otherwise
that we have formed a unljn
sas went so far a few years ago as ministers not only administer tootle a menace to the entire fcloek find thus stating
lth
North Americans is a stupid
the.
Ito create one (board of regents to look spiritual, but .also to the material one resident
which will cost you your
assertion
endanger
actually
may
there
ftfter the affairs of .all the state needs of life, and because it is
s
i existence ami bring to your families
hls
unprogres-his
by
and
fcchoois. This board" replaced boards that the charities that soothe
sive attitude, say theiepith jof fleers.: an eternal siiame,
Of regents for each institution, and its heal and bless are scattered at the
Will Face Two Eremles
During the next week 'an Inspec
creation, ia a way, amounted to the fbet of man like flowers.
over
will
made
be
tion
the;
city
"The
constitutionalists have the detrip
I go to Church because In that at
Combination of all the Kansas schools
health department in thef cru sire to do all possible compatible with
the
by
and
wither
crime
vice
and
ftf higher learning. This experiment mosphere
sade against unsanitary conditions, tibte national dignity to avoid a foreign
'
'
was found to be unsuccessful, as it die.
those who have failed to observe vvir, but if we are not able to avoid
and
the
I
I
to
church because hear
go
flraa Inevitable .that the regents, In
the
warning probably will be given It, we will face two enemies, the powpite of efforts to be falr would be teachings of .the philosophy of Jesus, one more chancei to comply with the
erful stranger and the depraved comif
you
partial to one or the other school to the incompararble man; and
reasonable request of the administra- patriots.
not
and
la
his
philosophy
teaching
the detriment of the remainder. It say
"For constitution and reform,,
was a man and tion. Now Is the time, according to
jtraa found, too, that politics played religion, and tha he
the health department, to wage the
Francisco Villa, General
that
"(Signed)
of
not
the
ithen
a
philospby
god,
too great a share in the management
war against the flies, and not in two in chief
tot the schools. It Is understood that man has redeemed the world from
v
1
months later, when,, anything like
Kansas, at the earliest op.portunlty, savagery and blessed mankind with extermination id
,
Impossible.
Follow
Villa's Example ,
Vlll return to the system of Individual Christian civilization, and, to my mind,
The foHoViiy-- ' statistics show how
Chihuahua Mex. May i 5. General
It is a thing worth while to hear.
'boards of regents for each 6tate
.
.
Obregon, commander of the division
I go to church because I find there rapidly the Jly increases
fe- g
15 The
April
of the northwest of the constitutionsee
I
One great drawback to the comb- consolation and hope; because
':, alist
120 eggs.
army; General Pablo Gonzales,
ination plan Is the fact that students there the dawn and not the sunset; nilae lays
120 adults Issue, of which commander of the
1
May
If
northeast division;
of normal rank find difficulty in pur- and it Is better for man, the hope 60 are females.
General panfilo Natera, commanding
suing their work successfully In aa Is baseless and the vision but an elufemales lay 120 eggs the center division; General Caballe-ro- ,
institution where university and eagi-- sive TphihtotaV'ito cherish a dream so May 1060
'
.:
each.
be
to
beautiful
than
en
courses
are
and
commanding the besieging forces
The
glorious
taught
iieerlng
adults issue, of which at Tamplco, and others have refused
May 2
vironment la not propitious for suo- - weighed dosrn and., crushed with the
ji,;;; proposals that they unte with the fedessJul work, as the normal student quajTied mountains of a world without 2,600 are females.
June 8 3,600 females lay 120 eggs erals to repel an American Invasion.
lie who would specialize In the art of hope and wlthoutGod, Congressman
;
each,
imparting knowledge to others must se- Weaver otOklahoma. t
20
216,adults
issue.
432,000
June
,
o
Salina Cru Frightened , .'.,
cure his training la aa atmosphere
000 females.
On Board United States Ship ' at
other than that suitable to the student
June 30 21 6,000
lay 120 Sea, April 27 (Via San Diego, CaL,
who is preparing to turn his educa
'
'each.
MAGAZINES'
eggs
May 5. Delayed in transmission.)
tional advantages into other channels
CURRENT
adults issue, 12,-- The entire Mexican population of Saafter giSduatlon.
lina Cruz fled itf terror when the
960,000 females.'
That the preparation of teachers
4
f
females lay 129 United States cruiser Denver touched
tfor successful work la one of the first
A Future for Young Wives
July
'
tluties of the state is being recognized The following Is quoted from Dr. eggs.
,. at that port Tuesday, April 21, accordiwith- - greater Intelligence everywhere, Marden's article in Pictorial Review: " July
adults Issue, ing to a story related by officers of
'
.
md for this reason the various states
the gunboat AnnaDolis. v which was
I know a charming wife who could 777,600,00p females..
tare objecting strenuously to the es- eara enough." money In an- hour with
August 10777,600,000 females lay spoken this afternoon by the South
.
v
tablishment of any educational system her voice or fa teaching music, "to pay 120 eggs each.
Dakota, The Mexicans believed the
'
which will detract from the efficiency a hired frfrl for1 a week to do the
August 1993,312,000,000 adults Is warshin had coma to shell the town
.'
t .f th:r future teachers.
dem
because of recent
household drudgery which she abhors; sue, 46,C56,000.000 females.
The plan to reduce the number of yet she does not follow her bent be
August 2846,656,000,000 females onstrations by the more excitable of
A
il'ieaiional tn&titutiojia in New Mex- -' cause her husband disapproves of her lay 120 eggs each.
the native population.
tmdoubtedly Is a good one. as working for an income.
The Annanolls had landed 16 refu
September 105,598,720,000,000 ad;ch work is being duplicated at big
Science has entered the home to ults issue!
gees,' including women and children.
state. All the insti- - eraanf-ijmtthe housewife from te- SWAT THAT FLY NOW.
bound from eouth coast points ror
icense to
.

Watch Carefully
the Child's Diet

.

fellow-resident-

1

.

;

Food

Mothers are often unconsciously
very careless about the diet of their
children, forcing all to eat the same
foods. The fact is that all foods do
not agree alike with different persons.
Hence, avoid what seems. to constipate the child or to give it Indigestion, and urge It to take more of
what is quickly digested.
'
If the child shows a tendency to
constipation It should immediately be
given a mild laxative to help the bowels. By this Is not meant a physic or
purgative, for these should never be
given to children, nor anything like
salts, pills, etc. What the child requires Is simply a small dose of the
gentlest of medicines, such as Dr.
Caldwell's Syrup Pepsin, which In
the opinion of thousands of watchful
mothers. Is the Ideal remedy for any
child showing a tendency to constipation. So many things can happen
to a constipated child that care Is
necessary. Colds, plies, headaches,
sleeplessness, and many other annoy-- '
ancee that children 1 should not have
can usually be traced to constipation.
Many of America's foremost families
are never without Syrup Pepsin, because one can never tell when some
member of the family may need it,
and all can ubo K. Thousands endorse It, among them Mrs. M. E. Pat
ten, Valley Junction, Iowa, who is
Mazatlan, to be placed there on vessels bound for the United States.
demonThey told of
strations at various places, but said
none was of a serious nature, and
they have been provided with an escort of federal soldiers to the Annapolis. The British consul, it was stated, was looking after American in
terests in Salina Cruz, the American
consul having left.
-

Acapulco Populace Flees
On Board United States Ship South
Dakota, Acapulco, Mexico, April 30.
( Via San Diego, May 5. Delayed in
Transmission.) The arrival of the
icrulser South Dakota late today was

a signal for the immediate evacuation
the city by the Mexican federals
The vessel anchored in the bay at
nightfall and made no attempt to send
boats ashore, so the Mexicans returned later.
Commandant; Salez of the federal
garrison Issued a proclamation ema
nating from Mexico City, offering
complete amnesty to all rebels who
would Join the. federals against the
United States. The Huertistas, head
ed by the military and civil officials,
soon afterward turned their attention
to the celebration of several Important
Mexican victories over the United
States along the northern border,
news of which it was pretended had
Just reached Acapulco. Generals Villa
and Carranza had Joined Huerta, so
the story ran, and were marching victoriously into the United States. El
Paso and Brownsville had fallen before the Invading army of the united
Mexican leaders, and the Americans
had lost 600 in killed at Vera Cruz.
These false tales of Mexican
achievements so inflamed the populace that no shore liberty was granted
to the South Dakota, for fear the
sight of American uniforms In the
streets might lead to disorders and
bloodshed.
.of
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Pins
RALPH

M. PATTEN

WatchChains
for the Belt
Waldermar
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never without It In the house. Mrs
Patten says that Syrup Pepsin has
done wonders for her boy Ralph, who
was constipated from birth but is now
doing fine. Naturally she Is enthusiastic
about It and wants other moth
ers to use it. Dr. Caldwell's Syrup J
Pepsin is sold by druggists at fifty
cents and one dollar a bottle, the lat
ter size being bought by those who
'
already know Its value, and it con
tains proportionately more.
'? Everyone likes Syrup Pepsin as it
is very pleasant to the taste. It, Is
also mild and
and free
from Injurious ingredients.
Families wishing to try a free sample bottle can obtain it postpaid by ado
dressing Dr. W. B. Caldwell, 419
St., Montlcello, III. A postal
card with .your name and address on
it will do.

Sautoir
Chains
Friendship
Bracelets

non-gripin- g

AT TAUPERT'S

Mon-ticell-

It developed today that the prob
able reason for the return of the federal troops to Acapulso after their
flight on the South Dakota's arrival.
was the menacing proximity of a band
of Zapata's followers, who, it Is be
lieved, are contemplating an early attack on the city. Even while the
Huertistas are celebrating their imag
inary conquest of Texas cities, they
are fortifying themselves against the
expected onslaught by their own countrymen.

thrown out of work when American

and foreign mining properties were
closed down.
BECKER'S

SECOND TRIAL
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Summer Wash Fabrics Extensively
Shown
H 1

I.

Mf
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r
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The greatest possible diversity of weave and color, each possessing some peculiar charm of beauty and worth to appeal to critical womankind. There are dress
fabrics with sufficient weight to conform to the lines of figure and give the 'ntceso
sary "set" to finely tailored suits, yet are in no wise unconfortable. Our stocks are
complete. Among Spring's favorites arei Rice Cloth, Figured Voile Ratines, New
'
.Cloth, Brocaded Poplin, Silk Crepe, from 19c to SI. 7 5 per yard.
.
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I
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$3.50, $4 & $4.50 Spring Shoes & Pumps, Now $2.59
'

-

.......

.

.

FOR WOMEN

'

You ought to Tlslt this store now. Your highest expectations will be realized when
you
see the display of oxfords and pumps we hare prepared for
you. Four hundred pairs to select
from. Don't miss this opportunity. Your Choice. Per
$2.59.

Pair,

,

anti-Americ-

Every Pair of

The

Store of Quality"

Warner's Rnst

Pomps ft Oxfords
ia the House oa

Proof Corsets

.
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New York, May 5. The case of
Charles Becker, the former police lieutenant, whose conviction of the murder of Herman Rosenthal was reversed by the court of appeals, will ba
called for its second trial tomorrow
before Justice Seabury in the state
supreme court. Considerable difficulty is expected in securing a Jury,,-- ,
Prisoner to Wlngate
repartly to the added prominence k
owing
5.
The
El Paso, Texas, May
case by the recent execu- maining Mexican federal prisoners given the
Hon
the
of
four gunmen who were
Bliss
who have been Interned at Fort
were transferred to Fort Wingate, N. convicted as Becker's accomplices in
M., today. General Lopez was in com the murder.
mand of the federal regulars on the
HERDERS WANT RANGE
four trains, which left today, while
Santa Fe, May 5. A merry scrap Is
General Perez commanded the volunon for suitable sheep range for lambteers.
El
ing purposes on the Jemez and Pecoa
in
Paso
Letcher Visits
Marion F. Letcher, United States forests. Supervisor Don P. Johnson
consul at Chihuahua, arrived here to- was busy today figuring out how to
every applicant and how to
day from Chihuahua by automobile. please one
acre serve the purpose cf
make
Mr. Letcher declared that political
conditions in Mexico had nothing to three. The lower range is desired
bedo with his departure from his post. for lambing camps and grazing,
He said he had come for a few days cause in the upper reaches of both,
visit with his family, which is living reserves the snow still lies deep and
for ."i p
here, and that he would return short these are therefore (unsuitable
'OCv.''
camps.
ly. Mr. Letcher declared there exist- lambing
ed no friction or unrest in Chihuahua
IN CHICAGO
LUMBERMEN
and that there was" no evidence of
5. The National LumMay
Chicago,
or
feeling
in that seotlon. The time of General ber Manufacturers' association began
Carranza's departure for Torreon and Its annual meeting In this city today
the south had not yet been, fixed, he with delegates in attendance represaid.
senting the Southwestern LumberPine
men's association, the Yellow
Manufacturers' association, the NorDuty It Suspended
,
Juarez, Mexico, May 5. By order of thern Hemlock and Hardwood Maa-.or
other
and
General Fidel Avila, chief of arms at uf acturers association
Juarez, the duty on flour entering ganlzatlons of lumbermen in all parts
The meeting will
Mexico has been suspended for eight of the country.
retwo
was
action
taken to.
continue
days.
days. This
lieve the distress among the poor of
the state of Chihuahua, who were
subscribe for The Opna
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McMltLIAN WANTS WATER
May 6. D. H. McMillan
of,. Silver City today applied to the
state engineer's office for permission
to' appropriate one second foot from
a the ManguB, tributary of the Gila, to
Vf. A. Nay lor of Watrous
Irrigate 70 acres. . G. M. Banning filed
business visitor here today.
intention to take two sec
Dr. II. J. Hoeg of Mora was a buel-ae- a notice of
out
of the La Jara, a tribufeet
ond
visitor In Las Vegas yesterday.
the
Rio puerco, to irrigate
of
tary
came
Lucero
Alfredo
of Cleveland
In Sandoavl county .
acres
151
in last night tor a brief business visit.
W. A Rftlnken of Wfttrona rsma in
' .
BRIDGE IS ACCEPTED
yesterday evening lor a short business
Santa' Fe, May 6. Engineer J. W.
visit
Johnson of the state engineer's office
Ge"brge.W. Cantwell of Alamosa,
yesterday made a final inspection of
OoHo., came in last night for a short
o
steel bridge over the
the
fcusines visit
Santa
Fe
at
southern
Galisteo,
Roy Clark of Los, Angeles arrived
short county,', and recommends Its acceptin Las Vegas last night for
ance to the board ft county commisbusiness visit
sioners, which was in session today.
in
Las
Is
Jan Van Houton of Raton
Vegas for a short visit with Mr. and
Mrs. Chris Wlegand.
Andres Ruiz, justice ot the peace at NO EPIDEMIC AT
Ionlas, was In Las Vegas today on
a short business visit.
WAGON MOUND
Ed Hixenbaugh of Ocate drove in
visita
business
will
be
and
last night
or here for a Bhort time.
Colonel R, E. Twitchell has returned DR. NORTHWOOD DENIES THAT
from the east, where he has been on
THAT TOWN IS QUARANTINED
business for a short time.
FOR SCARLET FEVER
W. R, Carton, a commercial man,
ame In last night from Albuquerque
Dr. A. E. Av'orthwood of Wagon
for a business visit in this city. ,
Mound has written the following let
A. L. Wheeler of Sioux City, la., ar- ter to The Optic that the public may
rived in Las Vegas last night and will know that the rumors to the effect
remain here during the summer.
that an epidemic of scarlet fever is
Mrs. Hans Snyman and Miss Gladys
raging in that town are untrue:
Peters of Chaperito, N. ML, came in "To the Editor of Las Vegas Optic,
last night for a short shopping visit
"Dear Sir:
"I understand that a rumor Is being
Motor SaleoompaiiyIBR last night circulated about Las Vegas to the ef
or Wagon 5T6und on a snort business fect that the town of Wagon Mound
visit
Is quarantined on account of the large
Dn. Adelaide B. Lewis of Los Ange- number of cases of scarlet fever we
les arrived in Las Vegas this after- have here. I wish, through your panoon and will remain here for some
per, to deny the truth of this rumor.
jme.
The fact of the matter is that to the
Mr. and Mrs.1?. M. Lyons, former
best of my knowledge and belief, we
residents of this city, came in last have two cases of scarlet feveh here,
night and will be visitors with friends both of which are under strict quaranior a short time.
tine and I feel confident that we will
Mr. and' Mrs. W. C. Oesterich and
soon have the disease stamped out
daughter of Albuquerque arrived in
"Yours truly,
Las Vegas last night and will be visit"DR. A. E. NORTHWOOD."
ors here for several days.
S. E. Lombard, scale inspector for
the Santa Fe Railway company, ar- NORMAL STUDENTS ARE
rived in Las Vegas last night from
La Junta for a short business visit
B. J. McHarr and R. O. Byrd of MAKING GHOD TEACHERS
Salt Lake City, Utah, arrived in Las
"Vegas last night and will remain here
KATE tlVINGSTON, OMAR BAKER
tfor some time as business visitors.
AND CARE KOOGLER ALL
A. DeMarais, father of Albert De- AT TULAROSA
Marais, left this afternoon for Alb
craerque and Santa Fe, where he will
Santa Fe, May 5. Miss Manette
he on a pleasure trip for a short time.
Mr.
and
of
son
Myers,
supervisor of industrial educa
Joseph Larrazolo,
Mrs, O. A. Larrazola, who has been tion, returned today from Tularosa,
in St Louis, Mo., for the past several where she and Dr. F. H. H. Roberts
years, is home for a visit with his delivered commencement addresses.
Miss Myers is especially gratified beparents.
Mr. and Mrs. T. A. Dimond of Al cause Tularosa not only contemplates
buquerque are in thla city and will Issuing bonds for a iigw school buildTemain here for the next month. They ing but will also add to Its manual
are representing the Fraternal Broth-erhoo- training and domestic science outfit
Miss
The school board has
Stanley Foutz, a leading attorney Kate Livingston principal and the folof Wagon Mound, was a business vis- lowing teachers: C. A. Miller, Mrs. E,
itor in Las Vegas yesterday afternoon. H, Sims, Mrs. J. M. Blazer, Mrs. C. A.
He appeared before Judge Leahy In Miller,; Pauline Bemis, Gladys Palmer,
S. Oni
Barker and Clare Kookler.
chambers.
W. F. Smith and son, H. C. Smith
Tulasora is lovely just now, emof Centerville, Iat, left Las Vegas yes- bowered in blooming roses, honeyterday for Kansas City, after having suckle and sweet peas. The first crop
"been visitors with Mr. and Mrs. C. E. of alfalfa ia being cut and apricots
Jvewla for the rpast several days.
and cherries are far advanced, promL. H'Mossimaiin of Beulah drove In ising an abundant crop.
last night for a short business visit
."Mr. ,Mossiman Teports excessive rain
and snow fall in the vicinity of Beulah NEW COUNCIL WILL
and says that this means big crops
and a successful year for that part
FOR THE BIDS
Santa-Fe-

,

PERSONALS

tu

si

Gal-iste-

80-fo-

.

of the

ASH

stateT'-"---- "

M.; Jones,? milk' and dairy inspector for this City, left this after- IT IS LIKELY THERE WILL BE NO
noon for Doming, where he was callfORTHER DELAY IN PAVING
ed by the state sanitary board to
! 'BRIDGE STREET
make examinations to locate diseases
Hn cattle in that district He will be
At its first regular meeting, which
in Deming for three or four days.
will be held tomorrow night the West
side council will take up the proposiCINCINNATI MAY FESTIVAL
tion for the paving of Bridge street
Cincinnati, May 5. Music lovers Every legal requirement has been
"Irom several states are here to attend met and there is practically nothing
the biennial May festival, which will left to be done but advertisement for
bold forth in Music hall during the bids and the letting of the contract
remainder of
. From an ar- Propertyowners were given notice, and
.
tistic standpoint the event promises ample time In which to make "'objec
to maintain the high standard estab- tion. There are only two property-lished by the previous festivals giv-e.- n holders on the street who are opposed
in this city. The program will be to the paving program, and t they did
furnlshei by a chorus of 350 voices, not make determined protest, so that
Cincinnati Symphony orchestra and the council, knowing it has the sup
port of the great majority of the peo
such eminent soloists as Mme.
Mme. Alma Cluck and pie, likely will go on with the letting
J.L';-of the contract
Pasquale Amato.
IDr. G.

k,

Suggestions for

Graduation Gifts
per cent discount on Tenneriff l
and Mexican Drawn Work
LOOK OUR. STOCK OVER.

Special

10

62H sixth

st

"

Baer's Curio

COLOMBIA MAY SETTLE
Washington, May 5. Joint resolutions proposing amendments to the
federal legislation to extend the right
of suffrage to women and for nationwide prohibition were ordered reported, without recommendation, to the
house by the Judiciary committee today. This leaves both proposals' to
the house for decision without suggestions from the committee.

MAY

S, 1914;

NEW TOWN PLANNED
May 6. State Engineer
James A. French today received two
superb panoramio views of tn . new
town of Spalding and of the surrounding country in the Mimbres Valley,
which is being reclaimed by pumping
plants.
?

Santa Fe,

Put Your Money in our Bank and we

TODAY'S

PEOPLES BANK

&

TRUST CO.

Capital and Surplus $122,747.00

,

STANDING OF THE CLUBS

ECONOMYAND QUALITY COMBINED

BASEBALL

gram for an address before the third
annual convention of the Woman's
Franchise League of Indiana, which
began a four days' session In this city
today. Delegates from all parts of the
state are attending the meeting.

American League
Chicago at St Louis.
Detroit at Cleveland.
New York at Washington,
Boston at Philadelphia.

ELKS TO GIVE AN

National League
Pittsburgh at Cincinnati.
Brooklyn at New York.
Philadelphia at Boston.

National League
W. L.

li

Pittsburgh
Philadelphia
Brooklyn
New York
Cincinnati .
St Louis
Chicago
Boston

.'

'

Buffalo at Chicago.
Pittsburgh at Kansas City.
Baltimore at St Louis.
Brooklyn at Indianapolis.-- '
'

7

9

.645
.438

7
6
3

11

.389

11

.353
.250

9,,,

,

I

Pet

5
5

.722
.683
.563
.538
.500
.444
.385
.250

7
6
7
10
8
12

.8
,54

'Boston..
Cleveland j.,
club
Elks'
at
the
Tomorrow night
YOUNG
HAS
DURAN
the first Informal dance to be given
Federal League
by the new social committee will take
W.
of
in
honor
will
be
dance
DEVELOPED
PUNCH
The
place.
the new officers, who were installed
a short time ago.
The committee in charge promises HE IS EXPECTED TO MAKE A
GOOD SHOWING IN HIS BOUT ,
a Jolly dance. The best of music will
WITH REIDE MONDAY
be furnished and the affair will be
All Elks
closed with refreshments.
Young Duran, in the opinion of his
and their ladles are cordially invited
s
to be present
many friends, is exceeding past ac
complishments in these days of train
ing, which perhaps hold a reputation
NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE
was
at
stake for the local boxer, and may
market
5.
The
New York. May
downward most of the morning. Hill put him in a class with the best of
shares led the decline. Northern Pa- fighters. The; local boy has worked
at the Pas
cific lost 2 points on a report, later out every day for a
denied, that a new stock Issue was to time pool hall and shows good form.
be put out Appearance of scale buy- The best part of it all is that Duran
is developing a punch.
ing orders in the standard issues late
In his fight with Young Ad Wolgast
which
a
rally,
in the forencton caused
was assisted by an upturn in Missouri Duran seemed to lack this quality, or
if he was the possessor of such, his
Pacific.
deliverThe market closed heavy. Irregular sympathy deterred him from
this
It.
knockout
a
With
punch
ing
movements attended today's dealings,
lad should make a top notcher, and
and
the
in
with prices declining
'open
the opinion of nis admirers Is that he
closing hours. During the interim will arrive at that
point in the fightthe
in
the market was strong. Delay
Misouri Pacific financing plan caused ing game.
Reide will arrive in Las Vegas tolate selling and prices ended near the
to begin work for his bout
morrow
lowest. The last sales were:
. . 72
Amalgamated Copper
1
Sugar
954
Atchison
:
164
Reading . .
91
Southern Pacific
136
Union Pacific
59
United States Steel
108
United States Steel, pfd
--

Ualtimore
Brooklyn .
Chicago
Buffalo ...
Indianapolis ,
Kansas City
Pittsburgh

,;

Denver
St. Joseph
Des Moines
Lincoln
Topeka ....
Sioux City
Wichita .
Omaha

.688

8

6

.15

7

6

.538

9 I

8

.629
.600
.500
.375

"',6

:

8
J

10
11

1

Jf

-

;5Krvmf!:-tV--

ttiP

Las Vegas,'
New Mexico

.214

HOLDS JOB

Pittsburgh barbers have been grantJustice of tne ed a wage increase and a shorter
Peace Nicolas Sena, who has been re- workday.
Pet
X
appointed
city marshal, today resigned
.714
his Justice of the peace dignities, and
.692
Gernian
Hauptman, the foremost
the board of county commissioners
.533
dramatist
the
foremost
and,
Reinhardt,
will appoint a successor tomorrow.
.500
German manager, have entered into
.467
an agreement whereby the plays that
.467
The United Mine Workers of Am- one writes will be produced under the
.333 erica paid out $1,200,796.93 in strike personal direction of the other at the
.308 benefits during 1913.
Dutscher theater in Berlin.
6.

"

U

9
8
8

4

..54

C-jff-

tilock

SENA

4

7

jtoedr

Q:

feeder

Santa Fe, May

.....10

7

"

We are showing a great variety of veils and scarfs in all colors
39c to $1.48. See the rich tone Auto Veils amongst these.

Pet

W.

$1.93
2.98
2.98
2.98
2.98
2.98
3.49

Auto Veils and Scarfs

5

Western League

'

Nobby white and black check trimmed red and black
Navy Serge with collar and cuffs, black and ' white check
Navy Serge with trimming in white
Black and white check Coat, with black predominating
Sheppard check Coats with, red trimming
Light striped and grey mixed, red or blue trimming ,
Heavy corded black and white stripe, red trimmed .
:
m "3 .t'ii.ib

L.

...........I 6
8
......... 6
....3

the little coats to

.

at from

........... .11

St. Louis

A number of our patrons have been waiting for
T

arrive.

W.

.

Chicago.

Coats for the Little Misses

13
7
9

7
7

MAKE IT POSSIBLE

RULE PRICES

.867
.667
.545

5
5

American League

GOLDEN

Pet

2
4

8
. 6
6

Detroit .
New York
St Louis
Philadelphia
Washington .

Federal League

'

,
ao-cou-

""

INFORMAL DANCE

'U

A bank check Is the way to pay your bills, because then' you have a check on each bill. It Is easy to
keep your accounts straight when 70a have your money In the bank, 'because the bank keeps your
straight for yon and saves you many hours of work and worry, start a bank account with us, and
you win see the convenience and afterwards, the absolute NECESSITY of having a bank account
I '
DO YOUR BANKING WITH US
'
We pay four per cent Interest en Tims Deposits and
"."'""j
.
TWO PER CENT ON CHECKING ACCOUNTS

CATRON CASE DROPPED

TO HEAR MRS. BELMONT
IndianapoliB, May 5. Mrs. O. H. P.
Belmont of New York Is on the pro-

,

Will Keep your Accounts Straight

,

Santt, Fe, May 5. The famous case
of Don A. MounDay vs. T. B. Catron,
et al., which had fodniT Its echo in the
- NEW MINING COMPANY
Santa Fe, May 6. Incorporation pa- federal, courts at Kansas City, was
pers were filed today by the Copper dismissed today in the federal court
Hill company of Albuquerque with O. the costs being put npon the plaintiff.
N. Marron as statutory agent The
The Georgia State Federation of
capitalization is $200,000, divided into
38
hew unions last
20,000 shares. . The incorporators are Labor gained
James E. Bo Land and Owen N. Mar- year.
ron of Albuquerque and John G. Matt
of East Las Vegas..

AFFAIR TOMORROW NIGHT WILL
BE IN HONOR OF THE
NEW OFFICERS

FIVE

7
8
8
8

10
9

,

r

-

CHICAGO

ma

BOARD OF TRADE

5
Frost predictions
Chicago,
and bullish cables made a firm market today from wheat Strength de
veloped chiefly In the May option,
which was specially affected by the
meagerness of the present stock, in
elevators here. Other monttiB were
not generally changed. Prices started
last night to cent jijlgh- the same as
.
VT
i
J
er. The close was neavy. uncnuiiBeu
to
lower.
i
Continued reports of damage and
delay by storms In Argentine gave
the corn market a lift The opening
was unchanged to 9s. cent higher and
there was slight further ahcent before
a reaction began. The close was firm
to
net
at an advance of
Oats rose with corn. Offerings were
.,
only moderate.
Higher prices for hogs carried provi
sions up grade. First sales varied
cent'Off to a like advance,
from 2
but later there was a materfal rise all
around. Tne.cioiug
ijuuimuub nwc
'

1

Miay

.

sr..
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His Own

;

-

Americans to rely on their own efforts to do things for themselves. The millions of "Bull" Durham 6mokers arc of this
t,
American type in all walks of life. These men
energetic,
like to make their own cigarettes , to their liking, from ripe, mellow
these cigarettes, made by their own
"Bull" Durham tobacco-prefe- r
ready-mad- e
kind
to
they can buy.
hands,
any
As many cigarettes are rolled from "Bull" Durham in a year as
all brands of ready-mad- e
cigarettes in this country combined.
self-relian-

'

aafoU5s:ri- 'Wheat ,May

GENUINE
SMOKING- TOBACCO
-

(Enough for forty

.

HARRY REIDE
The Aspen Whirlwind, who will box
KANSAS CITY LIVE STOCK
wTthl Youns Duran
t the Duncan
Kansas City, May 5. Hogs, receipts opera house next Monday evening.
10.000.
Market steady to strong. Bulk
$8.258.45; heavy $8.408.47fr; He had been in training all the time
packers and butchers $8.308.45; at Denver and reports are that he is
lights $8.208.40; pigs $7.608.
in the beet of shape. Reide has ;a
Cattle, receipts 7,000., Market stea enod w.niibi,tton. and should make a
dy. Prime fed steers $8.409.25; classy opponent for Duran.
dressed beef steers $6.508.25; cows
Montoya and Cordova, tne managers
$4.607.75; helfrs $5.75ff?9: stocked rvf this bout, report favorably cn the
and feeders $6.508.35; bulls $5.50 -- nii?o?t from 'their standpoint. They
7.25; calves $6. 5010.
now are arranging for fast prellmi-nnrio- c
imi have arranged to have
Sheep, receipts 8,000. Market 10 to
15 cents hiiner.' Lambs $6.258.25
nusie in the opera house on the night
r V bout The tickets are now on
pearlings $0 . 50 7 . 25 ; wethers $5.2
6.50; ewe3 $4.256.25."
sale.

P y KHAKI

BULL

.

93; July 85. ...
66; July 88.
37; Sept. 35.$19.95.

Corn, May
Oa(p, July
Pork, July $19.85; Sept
Lard, July $10.10; Sept $10.27.
Rdbs, July $11.10; Sept $11.22.

U

-

hand-mad-

A,h frr FREE
of "paper"
with eaehSe tack

cigarettes in each Sc $ackj

e

"Bull" Durham

book

hand-mad-

e

ciga-

rettes are a distinctive form of tobacco
enjoyment wonderfully comforting
and satisfying. Their freshness and
flavor are a revelation. Roll a cigarette from "Bull" Durham today.

ft

mm
t

Z70171? ; An Illustrated Booklet,

showing correct
way to "Roll Your Own" Cigarettes,
and a Book of cigarette papers, will both be mailed to
you, fret, on postal request. Address "Bull Durham,

fiUjL
1

Durham, N. C.

It-

THE AMERICAN TOBACCO
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FAVOR ASKED

Santa Ke, May 5. The state cor
poration commission today took up
ith J. J. Byrne of the Santa Fe at
Los Angeles, the matter of issuine a
bulletin under which passengers will
permitted to take the westbound
flyer from Gallup to points in Arizona.
i this Is an interstate
matter, the
commission is not authorized to is
sue an order, but believes it can se
cure the concession, as No. 3 is the
only daylight train out of Gallup westbound. As it in the commission
.
ceives 20 to 30 applications by telegraph each month for permits to
travelers to board No. 3. However.
the Santa Pe is planning further re RATES TOR CLASSIFIED ADVERlief by giving New Mexico a daylight
TISEMENTS
x
train from Raton to Gallup and by
No. 7 from Albuquerque Five cents per line each Insertion.
westbound at 7 a, m.
Estimate elx ordinary word to a line.
No ad to occupy lete space than two
For a Torpid Liver
lines All advertleemente charged
"I have used Chamberlain's TnhlotH will be booked at
apace actually set
off and on for the past six years whenever my liver shows signs of being without regard to number of words.
Cash In advlnce preferred.
In a disordered condition.
They have
always acted quickly and given me the
desired relief." writes Mrs.
p. H.
Trubtis, Springville, N. Y. For sale
all
oy
dealers. Adv.

1M

COLUMN

FLOODS ARE EXPECTED
Santa Fe, May 5. R. S. Watrou3 of
the fcydrograpfoio survey returned, today, from a stream measure trip in
San Juan county and reports the San
Juan, Las Animas and La Plata rising.
In fact, all the streams are
and

OPTIC'S NUMBER, MAIN I.

should such a rain as struck Colfax,
Union, Mora and Curry counties hit
San Juan county and southwestern
Colorado at this time, most disastrous
floods would result Canyon Largo FOR SALE Dining table, carpet and
other household goods, at 810 Dougand Chaco Canyon are dry, having exlas avenue. Call after 5 pi m.
perienced their greatest run-of- f
from
snows
in
melting
February already.
There Is only one gauge in the San FOR SALE White Leghorn and
Runner Duck hatching eggs.
Juan, at Farmington, but three in its
11.00 per 14. Right now Is the time
tributary the Las Animas, at Durango,
to set them. Phone Main 315.
Aztec and Farmington. There Is also
North Eighth street. Koogler Bros.
a gauge In the La Plata at La Plata.
In-dd-

Start Your 100 BUFF ROCK baby chicks, $12.00,
Liver to Worklna!
Money must accompany order. Will
It beats all how quickly Foley Catreat you right. Mrs. Maggie B.
thartic Tablets liven your liver, overStevens, Humboldt, Kan.
come constipation make you feel
lively and active HKain. J. L. Mc- Knlsht, Ft. Worth, Texas, says: "My
disagreeable symptoms were entirely
removed by the thorough cleansing
roiey uatnartio Tablets gave me
RENT Furnished room, good
They re a wonder. O. O. Schaefer FOR
ana ued Cross Drug Store Adv.
location. Apply Optic.
Feel Dull and Sluggish?

For Rent

TOUGH ON

HOLDERS
FOR RENT Suite of rooms in mod
Santa Fe, May 5 Attorney General
em home, also single room; cannot
Frank W. Clancy in an important
rent to consumptives. 1034 Eighth
opinion today calls attention to the
street Phone Main 608.
embarrassing
position of) persons
holding insurance policies in compa
nies not authorised to do business in
New Mexico. It is believed that there
are quite a number of such policies
held in New Mexico. It is unlawful vvai i h,u i wo reliable persons to
sell Buff Rock chicks. Commission.
to procure, receive or forward apoll
Write Mrs. Maggie E. Stevens, Hum
cations for insurance in any company
boldt, Kan.
not having complied with the state
stattuea and it Is even unlawful for
WANTED
A man to take charge of
any persons even to adjust any loss
our business in Las Vegas and vicintne penalty being $500 fine, or six
lty. Splendid proposition. Bond
months imprisonment or both. The
quired. Write Grand Union Tea
insured cannot sue for the enforce
Colorado Springs, Colo.
Company,
ment of such a contract
for particulars.

Wanted

r

r
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RESTAURANT

A Done

Whooping Cough
a vear mrn m v thi-o-

WANTED

Experienced cook.
Eighth street.

o

HUNKER i. HUNKER
George A. Homier. Chester A.

G. A. R, IN CALIFORNIA
San Diego, Calif., May 5. A

CHAPMAH

LODGE NO. 2, A. F. e
A. M. Regular com-

FRATERNAL BROTHERHOOD
NS
102 Meets every
Monday nilkf
O. R. C hall, on Douglas aveaaa
8 o'clock. Visiting member art ef
dia!ly welcome. J. C. Werta, Tn&
T. Bahler, Secretary; M ft
dent;

munication first and
third Thursday
in
efcrh month. Visiting
b.otherg cordially in
vited. Guy M. Cary. W. M. H. 8. Van Bally, Treainrer.
Petten, Secretary.
NO.

Meets first and third Te
day evenings each month at Weoe
men hall. Visiting brothers cordis
ly invited to attend. C. N. DouflaA
W. P.; Nicholas Cordova, Secretary

t,

WKNIGHTS

TEMPLAE Re
JkSlar conclave
twm-?47 in each menth at Masonic Temple at 7:30 p. m. Dr. H.
M. Smith, E. C: Chaa. Tamme. Re
corder.

riZ4

"

Frtedenstine. N. O.; A.

t.

I....

East Bound
Arrive
J:20 p. m

8....

It....
1....

I....
7....

2:25 a. m
1:35 p. m
West Bound

Arrive
1:10 p. m

We. the unilArBftmfid. tiavn

P. J.

Toledo, O.

6:35 a. m
4:20 p. m
4:35 p. m

MONUMENT

CO

Albuquerque, N. M.
215 E. Central
Years Practical Experience.
JONES
w. W. BOWTCTtS

.

7:09 y.

elegant Rogers'
Silver Spoon
-i- you use

KNIGHTS AND LADIES OF SECUR-JTCOUNCIL NO. 2390Meets
w. O. W. hall, Sixth atreet on in

f

the
first and third Mondays of each
month at 8 p. m. Visiting
Knights and
Ladies always welcome. O. L, Flers-man- .
President; A. D. Tillman, Financier; Mrs. A. V. Morrow, Local Deputy,
908 Jackson avenue; Z. W.
Montague,
Assistant Deputy,, 1011 Sixth street,
East Las Vegas, N. M.
.

U. O. MOOSE

Meets lecntM .nrt
fourth
Thursday
evening each
month at W. O. W. hall. Visiting
brothers cordially invited. Howard 1
Davis, Dictator; p. A, Llm
Secretary.
--

EMPRESS

FLOU- RIt

I

k

members are especially weleoae an4
cordially Invited.

KNIGHTS
OF
NO.

COLUMBUS,

COUN-CI-

BefferEMPRESS
FLOUR Ttolk is.
Made by GERMAN PROCESS
ONE COUPON FROM
EMPRESS FLOUR AND
FIVE
STAMPS
BRINGS YOU THE
SPOON
IT 'S
(SNUINE WM.
ROGERS &
SONS' ft A A
STANDARD

l

I

SILVER
PLATE
,

FRENCH- -

REY (STER
LING) FINISH

A

EMPRESS
can be o&

ets

--

BEAUTIFUL

L

second and
urth Thursday In O. E. C. hall,
Pioneer building. Visiting members
are cordially Invited. Richard Devine,
') K.: Frank An eel IP. H
804-Me-

giving you

you 'd do
ny
way when you
learn now Much

k

J. E. ROSENWALD LODGE
NO. 841
I. O. of B. B. Meets

every first Tuea
day of the month In the yestry roonu
of Temple Montefiore at
t o'clock
m. Visiting brothers are
cordially In
vited. Isaac AppeL President; Charlae
Greenclay, Secretary.

'

a present for doing something

3

tained in this city from

ALL GROCERS

RETAIL PRICES

lb, or More, Each Del very
Iba, to 2,000 Iba, Each Delivery
200 Ibt to 1;000 Iba,' Each Delivery
50 Iba, to 200 Iba, Each Delivery
Less than 6 Iba, Each Delivery

1,000
1,000

,w....M..MMe
v...v...:M.25e
,M..w.M.MMSSo

.M.K.....4Sc

.v..w...Mo

per
per

1SS tas.
1SS (be,

per'lSt Ik.

lt

per It
per 1M Ibst

AGUA PURA COMPANY
Harvesters, Btorers, and Distributort tj Hatmral lea, the Paiffj tSJ
Lastlns Qualities ef Whleh Bare Made Lac Tegaa rasaeaa.
OFFICE 711 DOUGLAS AVENUE

ANT Ads

Are Best
Market Finders
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Deaart
1:35

ELKS Meets eecond
and rsrmmmmmmmmmmmm
fourth Tuesday
evening 0f each
month Elks" home on Ninth
etreet
and Douglas avenue.
brothers
are cordially Invited. Visiting
Wm.
er. Exalted Ruler; D. W. Spring- S This
Condon
Secretary.
,

-

JONES-BOWER-

2:39 a. m
2:09 .

Henke

offer One Hundred Dollars Pnsw lor anv rnsio nf fTfttArrh that nun. Profeslonal Health Culture for Ladlet
not be cured by Hall's Catarrh Cure.
MRS. OLLIE SHEARER
r. J. UWiaiNiUY & ju., Toledo, o. General Massage. Hair and 8calD

Hall's Catarrh fiirA is taken fntoi-- .
nally, acting directly upon the blood
and mucous surfaces of the system.
Testimonials sent free. Price 75 cents
per bottle. Sold bv all Druggists.
Take Hall's Famtlv Pills for consti E.
pation. Adv.

Depart
7:45 l. m,
11:51 a.

4. ...11:54 p. m

No.
No.
No.
No.

Rowr.

TIME CARD

LOCAL

LAS VEGAS CHAPTER NO. S, ROY
AL ARCH MASONS Regular
Ilrat Monday in
each month at Masonic
Temple at 7: SO p. m. p. No.
A. Brinegar, H.
O. No.
P.;
No.
tlood, Secretary.
No.
O. O. F. LAS VEGAS
LODGE NO.
4. Meeta everr Mnn(0. .

y

We

,

F. O. E.
LAS VEGAS COMMANDERY,

Attorneyt-at-Lalarge
cumber of Grand Army veterans from Us Vegas,
New Mexfe
points In California and Nevada are
here for their annual departmental
OR. F. B. HUXMANN
encampment, which met today for a
v
three-daDentlet
session.
The Woman's Re
Dental work of any description at
Ilef Corps and other organizations afmoderate price
filiated with the G. A. R. are holding
x
ineir annual meetings at the same Room 1, Center Block. Office Phon
Main 381. Residence Phone Main 413
time.
East La Yegas, New Mexico
;

CAFE

SOCIETY DIRECTORY

MODERN WOODMEN OF AMERICA
Meet in the Forest of
Brotherly
Love at Woodmen of the World hall,
on the second and fourth Mondays" ol
each month at 8 p. m. C. H. Stewart
Sonsol; 0. Laemmle, Clerk; Z. W
Apply
Local Deputy.
Montague,
Tisltlni

Miscellaneous

AND

SHORT ORDERS AND REGULAR DINNERS
BEST OOODB OBTAINABLE ALWAYS HANDLES

-

bnnwn
Treatment, Facial Massage, Man!-- ,
Chenev for th last 15 veam unil
cure, Chiropody.
believe him perfectly honorable in all
Steam Laundry Building
business transactions and financially
able to carry out any obligations made
Phone Vegas 128
by his firm.
Office Hours: i;3o n. m. to 3:30 n. m.
NATIONAL BANK OF COMMERCE,

s

LOBBY

I'M

For Sale

vn..
had whooping cough and I found
iu&3
u
vjiiaraoenain s Poiia-iuai woma relieve their cough WANTED Man to take contract to
j vuo
s ouu wuoopmg speus, i continued
drag highway from Las Vegas to
this treatment and was surprised to
find that It cure.l thn nisppao in
point on the Mora road. Sea Tau-wrues jura. Archie Dal
ouu"
pert
rympie, Crooksville, Ohio. For sale
oy au dealers Adv.
WAN TM
Competent cook. Apply
Mrs. S. B. Davis, Jr., 506 Columbia
AN IMPORTANT PROJECT
avenue.
Santa Pe, May 5. The granting of
certificate of construction nnd li
wanted Reliable girl for general
cense to apply by the state
engineer
housework. 725 Sixth street
today to H. ML Carl of Artesia for the
Carl, Ray, Bruce oumofn? nrniw
calls attention to an important under
taking. At a cost of $5,000, a power
pump has been Installed that lifts
7,200 gallons a minute from the Pecoa &rAiiitH lessons
by an easy and
and irrlgatesi a tract of 840 acres near
practical method. Terms moderate.
Lake Arthur that is used entirely to
D. Trambley, 1215 Mora avenue.
raise forage crops to be used for feed
tag purposes, the intention beins to
ATTOBNEY8
I feed sheep and cattle for the market

f
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ABSOLUTELY FREE

THE OPTIC WISHES TO GIVE ONE OF THESE SPLENDID HOUSEHOLD NECESSITIES TO EVERY FAMILY IN

IAS

VEGAS

Arrangements have been made with the Las Vegas Light & Power Co., for the purchase of
these Irons and an ABSOLUTE GUARANTEE goes with every one of them.'
15)
IT

THINK of the hours you spent last summer, in a hot stuffy kitchen doing the family ironing.
THINK of the Cool Comfort in which you may spend like hours during the coming
months of warm weather by simply taking advantage of this
.

WONDERFUL OPPORTUNITY

No tramping back and forth, many, many miles a year carrying loads of iron
No running out to the woodshed in all sorts of weather to lug in coal and
:.
wood to keep a roaring fire in the kitchen stove.
:-

F

Tn

-:-

-

OTDT

-:-

-

--

-:- -

n

And in THREE MINUTES the iron is ready to use with a steady regular heat.
r

THIS IS HOVi YOU GE

D

i

Pay your subscription IN ADVANCE for one year atonly

'

r

THE SAME PRICE YOU ARE PAYING BY THE WEEK OR MONTH, AND THE IRON IS YOURS.

This applies only to "Paid in Advance" subscriptions and all back
subscriptions must be paid up in full.
ii

CALL

at the

OPTIC OFFICE at once, pay your subscription and get your iron, or mail us
your check and the iron will be delivered to your home.

n

LAS VEQA8 DAILY OPTIC, TUESDAY,

TONIGHT

Public Sale
Of Horses and

The Vegas Theatre

Photoplay
The Adventures of Kathlyn
No. 9. 2 Reel Selii
Fanny's Melodrama
Vitagraph

Farm Implements

FRIDAY MAY 8th.. 1914

Master Bob's Last Race
IN THREE PART
An Exciting Drama of the Race
Track. The Last Word Fit Thrills

,

Twelfth street, two
Beginning at 10 o'clock . m at corrki; 920
I will offer for Bale
Blacksmith
Shop,
T.
A.
of
Rogers'
blocks north
4
to the highest bidder for CASH the following: About twenty (20)
head of Horses, Marea and Colte, among which are the following:
black Draft
One red roan Percheroa Stallion, 4 years old, one
Horses 10
one
bay
span
1.400
pounds;,
horse 9 years old, about
black
old.
ufareA ft Tears
- tt
i
a.
ft
h
in
,j
ainu uiu
vnni
Mare.
Horse, one gray Mare, on3 sorrel

L0CAL.NEWS

4itio
uiia

11

Two JaneavUle Ridim? Cultivators with extra beams, shovels and
one Black Hawk Corn and Bean Planter, one Emerson
one
Mower,
Hay Rake, one Spring Tooth Harrow, two Visa
Iron Harrow, one
rows, two Weed era. 32 knives each; one
- '
other
and
Implements.
Riding Plow, one Gang Flow,
"

--

J. H. STEARNS

Auctioneer

adame

Regular dance Wednesday night at
P. B. hall.

Adv.

:

It's almost time (or that

FARM IMPLEMENTS

A. B. GERARD,

MAY 5, 1914.

light automobile lamps
o'clock this evening.

at

7: IS

Spring housecleaniog.

Old Taylor whiskey anil Sherwood
"
Rye at the Opera Bar. AdT.
j

Let us furnish the materials that will lighten your

'

labor.""-'''-

.

Call

at The Optic and see the

tric Irons

wio

are giving away.

Elec-

venir Sunday.

orchestra at, El
Special

ner, 75 cents.

snowdrift

Ji 'Li

'i".

'2

Sunday

Por- din-

Adv.

Pinch's Golden Wedding Rye, aged
in wood. Direct from the distillery ,to
you. At the Lobby, of course. Adv.
Don't fail to see "The, Mutual, Girl"
dance the maxixie as taught by A.
Baldwin Sloane tonight Mutual theater. Adv.
,
, , ...
....

WHAT IS IT?

Summer will soon be here. Get
ready for it with a Williams' Electric
Iron. Given free with one year's subscription to The Optic.

It is the highest' grade of shortening that can be produced

ASK YOUR GROCER

NORMAL CHILDREN

GUI

'

Meet James J. McGraw and his New
York Giants at the Mutual theater tonight.- Adv.
Last Vegas

The apprentice boys week undoubtedly
will be a huge success in every way.
Work on the opening of Camp Mon
tezuma will be started the latter part
of this month, according to the management and June 15 the camp will
be running full force.
That the advertising campaign that
has been waged for the past two
months was successful easily can be
proved by the number of interested
Inquirers from all over the country.
There is much to be done in this direction and each business man is asked to lend a special effort to put
out advertising matter, or better still,
interested in assisting in advertising
which always is1 a result getter.
Any number of people can be ac
commodate at the camp and no one
interetsed in assisting in advertising
it need worry about bringing too
many people. This Is one thing that
cannot be overdone, according to Mr.
LeNoir, who says that he will accommodate all who come.

Gold Dust

or

Bon

'

'

'"'

Ami

or

Dutch

TO

AUTOMOBILE
LIVERY a.nd REPAIRING
We

also carry

THE LARGEST STOCK OF AUTOMOBILE TIFES, SUPPLIES AND ACCES-

SORIES

IN THE CITY

ALL REPAIR WORK
GUARANTEED
LET US GIVE YOU A TIRE TALK

LAS VEGAS MOTOR CAR GO.
FOK.MKIV til
LAS VEGAS FORD SALES COMPANY,

ENTERTAINMENT

f

V

.

-

A

MATINEE
AND - EVENING - PERFORMANCES AT BROWNE
'
THEATER SATURDAY
A"

Cleanser

The children of the grades at the
Normal will give an entertainment at
the Browne theater Saturday afteror any thing you wish can noon and will appear again in the
evening. A program of moving picbe found any time at
tures will accompany each entertain5f urn..)
ment. The children will sing and
give a number of folk dances. They
have been carefully trained by their
teachers, and their performance unand
Grocery
Bakery
doubtedly . will be worth while. The
entertainments are to be given primarily for the parents of the children
and for all other persons who like to
Don't wait Subscribe now and get
see little folk perform,
the Williams' Electric Iron.

Sapolio

John H. York's

The Ladies' Aid society of the First
TOO LATE TO CLASSIFY
The Idiesf Altar society of the
Church of the Immaculate Conception Baptist church will meet with Mrs.
will meet tomorrow afternoon at 2:30 Nick Hilgers, 1413 Seventh street,, FOR RENT Five room cottage, furnished. Call at LeRoy Hotel, 618
Wednesday, May 6, at 2:30 o'clock,
o'clock at the parsonage.
Grand.
p. m.
The news for a whole, year and a
Boots and shoes made to order,
Williams' Electric Iron that will last
fitted perfectly,. Repairing.
cripples
of
a
a life time, for the price
8Bs? II
year's
I have
my shop at 621
subscription to The Optic.
Sixth street and invite all my old
Narclso Bacawho resides in Anton-chic- customers as well as new to call. Joe
has applied at the court house Martin. Adv.
for $2 as bounty upon a wild cat
It was reported here today that Bekilled recently by him in precinct No.
nito Sanchez, who was convicted of
39, San Miguel county.
manslaughter at Mora last week, has
not to perfect his appeal to
decided
a
ophold
local
Mound
will
Wagon
tion election on June 7. Sentiment Is the supreme court, but will begin the
said to be almost evenly divided on serving or his sentence without delay;
the liquor question, and a close elecNext Friday night at the Christian
tion likely will occur.
abernacle a union rally of all the
On account of the lack of a quorum young people's societies of the churchthe school board did not hold a meet- es will be held. The rally will be ating last night, but will meet tomor- tended by. Mrs. Linus L. Shields, state
row evening at the city hall. All president of the Christian Endeavor.
members are requested to be present. The rally undoubtedly will be largely
attended. .
The park commission has ten' black
CARD OF THANKS
locust trees which It would like to disWe wish, in this manner, to thank
pose of. The trees are 15 feet in
height and are in good, condition for all those kind friends and neighbors
Anyone interested is who were so generous in their assisttransplanting.
ance and sympathy upon the occasion
invited to call upon P. O. Blood.
of the death and funeral of our husCasimiro Lucero, employed by Lor band and father. We wish to thank
enzo Delgado at the old Forsythe also all those who sent flowers. Mrs.
ranch, suffered a brofcen leg yesterday Fred Brefeld and Daughters.
afternoon when the horse he was rid
HARVEY'S IS OPEN
ing fell to the ground. Lucero was .;
for
34I.U
this
season
to
morning
Las
of this famous mounVegas
brought
,
treatment- tain resort Carriage out every Saturday morning, returning following
.Next Sunday the La Vegaa Dance Friday; charge, Including passage
"For the
;
Orchestra will; make the trip to El both ways $10. Special rates for longPorvenir and spend the day at that er time. Address - East Las Vegas,
place. In the afternoon the orchestra Box B. Leave orders at Murphey's
will give a concert and a large num or Plaza hotel. Adv.
ber of people are planning to visit
that place Sunday.
TAX NOTICE
Sensible, Sanitary,
On the first day of May, the second
Serviceable n .
Two cars of cattle were shipped to half of the 1913 taxes will become
Denver today by Gross Kelly' & Com- due. All taxes not paid before June
pany. For the past two weeks the 1 will be subject to a penalty.
Never needs scrubbing. A mincattle' ''shipping business on the Santa
EUGENIO ROMERO,
ute with a mop and it Is fresh
Fe railway has been fairly good and
, U1
County Treasurer.
and bright as ever.
so
next
the
for
is, expected to continue
"
three or four weeks.
Clear, clean-cu- t
patterns and
APPRENTICES COMING
colors
characterize
Elias Manalga and Juan Rublo were
arrested yesterday afternoon, by Chief
'
FR0S1 FORT MADISON
of Police Coles on the charge ... of
drunkenness and disorder. This morn
ing they were brought before Judge D. CAMP
RECEIVES
MONTEZUMA
R, Murray for trial, They were fined
DELEGALARGE
WORD
OF
and
fine
costs,
15, and after paying
TION OF VISITORS
were released.
These desdgns are distinctly
"different" the shading scienM.
C.
Y.
the
of
Secretary LeNoir
'
A. DeMarais of Aspen, Colo., was
tifically selected".
Oi
,)
at El Porvenir Friday. Mrs. N. W. Al, tbia morning received ,word from i
in Fort Madison,
Earl, the hostess, learning it was Mr. the apprentice boys
Cool, inviting splendidly suited
that a party of
effect
Ia.
the
to
DeMarais' birthday, gave a party in
to bath room use.
Santa
hi honor. A birthday cake was made ymng men .employed by the
!
and- - equipped with the proper num- Fe railway at that place. will,;visit
Less expensive because it lasts
.summer. They
this
"
ber of candles, something over 50. Camp Montezuma
longer.
.
,
i'
..
tui. ...ill
The guests were seated at one large Will OOme during UIO weeo. hum.
Fe appren
table, and enjoyed a jolly time. Those be devoted to the Santa
' '
seated at the table were Ma DeMarais, tice boys.'
Secretary LeNoir believes that the
Mr, and Mrs. Earl, Mr. and Mrs.
from this" place will Jn- attendance
N.
of
John
Rochester,
Sibley
Smith,
He is
10 or 15 boys.
clude
about
Y. Misees Lucy and Bertha Walden,
A. U White of Detroit. Miss Irene completely up in the air as to how
"'.
Earl and Mr. O'Byrne of the forest many will come from other, places, as
'Complete Home Furnishers"
in
are
every
day
inquiries
coming
service,

TIRES AND TUBES
For the best on the market today see us.
MillerJSon.Skin or plain thread. Michelin tubes
and tires and Fiske tires and everything needed for the auto.

V--

A

ALL WORK DONE AT OUR SHOP

.

ID

....

GUARANTEED FOR ITS PERFECTNESS

The Las Vegas Automobile
and Machine Shop

.

Not "Heavier Than Air
but lighter are the bread,
cakes, biscuits, etc., baked
from Pure Quill flour. Try
a sack of it and see how
your reputation as a baker
wilt soar. Pure Quill flour
costs no more than other
high class flours but Is worth
more as no other is fully
equal to it Order a sack
"

J5he

Las Vegas Roller Mills

THE OLD RELIABLE

WAGON

BAIN

,

Jefferson Reynolds, President
S. B. Davis, Vice President
H. Erie Hoke, Assistant Cashier.
Hallet Raynolds. Cashier.
E. D. Raynolds, Vice

President '

Armstrong's
Linoleum

Gross, Kelly & Co.
Sole Agents1

Bathroom

FIRST NATIONAL BANK

(

OF LAS VEGAS. N. M.
Capital,

$100,000-,fSarplu-

,

and (Undivided Profits, $25,000.

s

we
In every department of
best
o.re prepared to jive the
Ba-nkin-

interest Pel d on

.At

the Home of

of service

Ttnto Deposits

tte lest of Everything

Eatable

Armstrong's
Linoleum

li
i

GO

ir.

isf

fait

MOST: HEAT FOR YOUR MONEY

SWASTIKA COAL
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL

degrees,'

PRECIPITATION WAS

Raspberries
Just Received

:

d

THE GHAAF & HAYVMRD CO. STORE
Hf3Hi!BI

!

J. C. Johnsen
& Son

1.9

degrees below the dot--

degrees on April 21, while the miniwas 22 degrees on April 19.
The greatst daily range was 48 degrees on April 19.
The total snowfall for this month
was .60 inches. There were four day
with .01 or more precipitation. Seven-te- ne
days were clear, with four cloudy
.
and nine partly cloudy.
76

ABOVE

JOE

NORHAL

mum

J

TEMPERATURE OF APRIL,

HOW-EVE- R

WAS SOMEWHAT BELOW THE AVERAGE

,

Evcxpora-te-

pooo

O

The month of Aprils proved to be
exoajptloaal

for

t

jpreolpiitation,

whiich

is a sure forerunner of a Bucceeeful
year for agriculture. The month was
.44 inches above normal in precipitation, the total precipitation being 1.32
inches.
,.
rf ...
The mean maximum . .temperature
for this month was 64.3 degrees. The
mean minimum temperature was 31.8
anJ the mean temperature was 48

JOYCE VISITS HERRING

Santa Fe, May 5. Will Joyce, manager cf the Western Car Advertising
company of Denver, was the guest
yesterday and today of Adjutant General Harry T. Herring, a frat and col
lege cnum. Attorney Felix Baca or
Albuquerque is in Santa Fe on federal
court business.

